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ABSTRACT

The purpose (f this practicum was to develop a model in-service

pre,,-ram for training mainstream teachers of Spanish-speaking pupils.

As the Spanish- speaking population of the Norwalk, Connecticut

community has grown over the past decade, the school problem of

dealing with the non-native English speaker was identified.

Through the initial financial facilities of an Emergency

School Aid Act (ESAA) grant, a model in-service training program for

mainstream teachers of Spanish-speaking pupils was developed,

conducted, and evaluated. This model was developed specifically

for secondary school mainstream teachers (grades 6 through 12;

who must cope daily with the Spanish-speaking pupils. In addition,

through a liaison between the secondary and elementary levels, the

applicability of the model, with some modifications, was evident

at the elementary level.

The program, through the careful selection of administrative,

guidance, and teaching personnel, provided a de facto insertion

of the model into she seven secondary schools of the city. An

assessment of the total practicum indicated that the in-service

participants did become a cadre of teacher trainers within their

own buildings, thus effecting an instructional improvement within

the to,a1 secondary school system.

(iii)



E'r T funds provided by the ESAA grant for

.;ess1-11.1, the insertion of this model into the seven

co!. u,ry soho,,ls and its implementation for instructional

imurcv,:ment were accomplished without the need for additional

funds. Thus, this model's specific application to the secondary

level with general application to the elementary level coupled

with the low cost factor for eventual instructional improvement

suggest its usefulness for any school district's searching for

some help in dealing with the Spanish - speaking in mainstream

classes.

(iv)



DWTICN

1~;r1.1:. :yhuols sy::.tem is the only one in

with a coordinated kindergarten through grade 12

program. lor this reason Norwalk is viewed as a

pregtcsiv, system, most sensitive to the ever-increasing needs

of its !in-:nglish speaking population, the largest segment

bin:- Hispanic. It is with this Hispanic segment that the

practicum deals.

After these Hispanic pupils have achieved a reasonable fluency

in English via the Bilingual/ESL classes, they are slowly integrated

into the mainstream classes. It is in this mainstream integration

where these Hispanos encounter further problems. Thus, the focus //a- (-i/t-ey

of this practicum was to alleviate the problems of transition from iNP V 7
411,0

the Bilingual/ESL class to the mainstream.

In order to facilitate the transition of the Hispano from the

Bilingual/ESL class to the mainstream, the practitioner developed

and designed a model in-service training program for secondary

mainstream personnel. The actual in-service program was funded by

a Title Vii Emergency School Aid Act grant. The purpose of the in-

service program was to effect instructional improvement with those

Hispanos in the mainstream lasses by training the mainstream

(v)
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:t.y'CtS cif 4c.:1 iiispanes

Irmhians, an -,sta

rr-,:ram, which L.onsisted kf 2' session.;, wEs

between b.Lsi theory and the on-lino implementation of

`.h- Pri-blem-colvint.;, idea-exchanges, and group-intera2tion

-har.:.'t(rix.d all sessicns. A selected voluntary group of forty

art iip:i:t repre.7enting secondary mainstream teachers, counselors,

%ni atministrator- was recruited for the workshop.

,xtensive evaluation format provided for input from all

'one,rr0:d on a continuous basis. From the evaluation phase, there

wer( self-evaluations and supervisoxy evaluation check

lists which would proire useful in the follow-up phase. Fre-tests

and rest- tests, with case study analyses, were used to measure

participant growth and application of linguistic theory. Question-

nailes were designed to seek participant input on a session-to-

sessinn basis for a final workshop evaluatirAi.

All of the evaluation indicated that the objectives of

in- service- program had been met with degrees of success ranging from

good to ex.cellent, using a rating scale which extended from poor to

excellent.

(vi)



:n the fcia"w-up phase, which began in the school year follow-

in th. in-servic, workshop sessions, the practitioner acted as a

pr, iler to encourage all of the participants to utilize the knowledge,

ski1.0, and attitudes gleaned from the training program. The follow-

up phases, unlike the workshop sessions, was conducted without the

advantage of additional federal funds. The final evaluation of

the follow-up indicated that the original workshop participants

had indeed become a nucleus of teacher trainers within their own

individual buildings. Thus, the insertion and implementation of

this model into each building was effected, thereby assuring its

continuance and benefits to the instructional program.

Although this model was designed for the secondary school level,

it may also be applied to the elementary level. Because of the low

cost factor, the successful training, follow-up, ana de facto

insertion into the individual schools, the elementary schools in

Norwalk have also become involved.

The success of this model has also brought some overtures from

other- cities in the state for information; thus some statewide

significance will be achieved. In addition, this model's success

helped in obtaining an additional federal bilingval grant fcr

Norwalk. Therefore, having successfully obtained two federal grants

hfC't q ty-



both of which used this field tested model as the in-service

component, the practitioner envisions that other communities

eager for a bilingual grant will seek out and emulate this

model. This, in turn, suggests possible national recognition.

13



A Model In-Service Program

For

Training Mainstream Teachers

Of

Spanish-Speaking Pupils

by

James J. Forcellinal

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The Norwalk, Connecticut community has a five percent school

population of Spanish-speaking pupils. At the present rate of

growth through births anc. immigration, the 1980 projected Spanish-

speaking school population will approach the ten percent mark.

The State of Connecticut, like the majority of other states,

has not yet legislated anything which would compel local school

1Housemaster, Brien McMahon High School, Norwalk, Connecticut: 2200

students - four year (9-12) comprehensive high school.

-- 14
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Ii3tricts to provide bilingual education. "Today, only 13 states

have legislation, either explicit or supportive concerning bi-

cultural/bilingual education,"2 However, Norwalk, a city of 80,000

and noted as an ed-1,1!ationally progressive and aggressive community,

has received financial aid for bilingual education from Titles 1

and V11. With these federal funds, augmented by the local Board

of Education budget, Bilingual/ESL education has become

established from kindergarten through grade twelve.

Thro-ighout this paper the terms Bilingual, ESL and Bicultural

will be used. In the context of the practicum, the definitions are

as follows:

Bilingual Education

This refers to teaching subject matter to the non-native

English-speaking pupil in his own language; in this case, the

language is Spanish. The prime purpose of this program is to

enhance the pupil's native language. In so doing, the pupil be-

comes more literate in his native language, therefore developing

a greater sense of identity. The resulting self-confidence thereby

facilitates the learning of English- As -A.- Second Language.

ESL

This acronym for Eaglish-As-a-Second Language refers specific-

ally to the teaching of English to native Spanish speakers, utilizing

2Albar A. Pena, "An Overview on Bilingual Education," Today's

Education, 64, January - February, 1975, 72.

15



.h- apted linguistic approach. Regardless of the method-

. the c,:quential learninc: pattern for ESL, and indeed

vr: 1-arninr foreig,n language, is listening, aLahlLu,

writ!. The important point to make is that YS 1,

nt :A_rm f biLin4ual education. However, it is an important

ri ducat ion

educational experience means a purposeful mixture

%nq His7-Lnos for an exchange of ideas. It thia bi-

dutional interaction which is the most sophisticated cf

and whi?h naturally causes the greatest mutual benefit tn

ups in th- way of developing sound human relations.

th, re.:der wish an in-depth overview of the origination

.cnr.f_taticms of these three t,,rms, he is referred to Pages

thr,u* 113 of Bi2ing.,a1 Schooling in the United States, Vol. 1,

which _o,:ated in the biblir,graphy.

Alth I'Llinp;ual/FSL education actively implemented within the

ri system, the philosophy of the mainstream integration comes

int f, )ur mair,,tream integration philosophy follows these

1. I non-Lnglish-Speaking pupil shoull be placed in a pre-

dnately sttlng with little mainstram

M.(rinre Lnderson and Mildred Boyer, Bilingual Schooling_in_the
State:3, V1. 1, ,qashigg',on, I). C.: '1. :lovernment

)irl'e, 1970,p. 12.

16



xpos,u.

instruction should begin as soon as the bilingual

component has allayed any pupil anxieties and when the

pupil expresses a need for some formal English training.

3. Integration into the mainstream will begin slowly with

mutual pupil/teacher/parent consent.

The problem of integrating these Spanish-speaking pupils from

the Bilingual/ESL classes into the regular or mainstream program

for that important bicultural experience is the primary goal. Thus,

the focus of this practicum will deal with three components:

1. Since it is impossible to retain a pupil in a Bilingual/ESL

class until he is completely fluent in English, there will

exist some language barrier which will create a communica-

tion problem between the mainstream teachers and the

Spanish-speaking pupils.

2. Up to this point of integration, these pupils have been

exposed to ESL teaching techniques which, if done properly,

are systematic, sequential, action oriented, and methodical.

Generally mainstream teaohcrs ox,t ,;,tally unfamiliar and

unaware if the ESL classroom techniques. Thus, the pupil

who leaves the securitj of the Bilingual/ESL class to

enter a mainstream class faces the shock of a language

problem and the need to learn a new teaching methodology.

Likewise, the mainstream teacher experiences problems in

17
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trying to "motivate" this new entry because he is unavlre

of the pupil's previous educational exposure to certain

types of teaching methodologies.

A lack of some ESL training on the part of mainstream

teachers who receive the ESL pupils for follow -up has

caused a significant drop-out rate which is of concern to

the practitioner. During the 1972-73 school year, for

example, the school withdrawal rate for pupils with Spanish

surnames for the senior high level was 36.3% compared to

the total senior high school drop-out rate of 6.7%.

Additional probing into the statistics pointed out that

dropping out among the Spanish surnamed pupils occurred

most often when the pupil had been almost totally integrated

into the mainstream and least often when the pupil was con-

tained almost exclusively within the Bilingual/ESL component.

3. In order to encourage a real bicultural experience, mainstream

teachers need to be culturally familiar with the background

of the ESL pupils so that an integration of Anglo and

Hispano pupils will occur with the obvious resultant

benefits.

Thus, the three components of the problem involving the Bilingual/

ESL pupil entering mainstream classes may be sumnarized as follows:



6

1. .o :e language barrier exists between the teacher and the

pupil.

Mainstream teachers have no training to follow up ESL

methods and give curricular continuity.

3. Mainstream teachers need a cultural familiarization of

ESL pupils' background to encourage Anglo/Hispano

integration for a bicultural educational experience.

199
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CONCEPTUALIZING A SOLUTION

:n order to remedy the problem of mainstream integration of

Hispanic pupils, it was the practitioner's goal to develop an in-

service program for the training of mainstream teachers who re-

ceive the Spanish-speaking pupils from the Bilingual/ESL classes.

This in-service program, as developed, contained three segments:

1. One segment of the training was to give an elementary

but practical speaking knowledge of Spanish. This would

aid in overcoming the language barrier between the Anglo

mainstream teacher and Hispanic pupil.

2. Another segment of the training was to present a basic

knowledge of ESL individualized techniques. This would

help to decrease the shock of going from ESL to mainstream

classes. In addition, curricular teaching methodologies

would have some continuity.

3. A final segment of the training was to give the mainstream

teacher a culLural introduction to Puerto Rico, Costa Rica,

and Colombia, since these are the places from which Brien

McMahon's Hispanic population come.

20



MODEL DESIGN

7-'ri ;p1,.;

8

r must of the 20th century, in-service education has been the

standarl mthud for retraining professional educators. However,

zinc, many in-service programs have suffered from a lack of energy,

precision, lirection, and imagination, the staff usually views any

attompt at in-service with a questionable attitude. Therefore, any

in-servic: undertaking must be designed so as to prevent staff

dissention, demoralization, boredom, cynacism, and indifference.

The program must neither be so prescriptive as to insult the

participants' intelligence nor so vague as to constitute an exercise

in futility. The proposed training must be planned for flexibility

so as to allow both for forward motion and deviation. Lofty and

intelleotml concepts may be dealt with, but care must be exercised

not to overlook the need to translate these conceits into pra6natjc,

everyday, and practical classroom application. Thus, a grasp of

theoretical principles coupled with a master of technical skills

is desired for mutual reinforcement in the classroom.

Information-giving, sharing, and human interaction are necessary

rIrrredients in the in-service recipe. However, constant attention

also must be given to the task of building teachers' desires to

perform at their highest level of proficiency. Peer or colleagial

21
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tearing should be incorporated as an integral part of the program.

Then can be no doubt that an inexperienced teacher can learn from

a master teacher.

Teachers, like the students, reflect the full range of the

human personality. In view of these differences, the training must

be conceived so as to allow for these individual differences, likes,

interests, and se on. Thus, an effective in-service education

program must permit the teacher or trainee to grow at his own pace

in his own way, respecting his professional dignity and right to

select that which he feels is most beneficial.

Research, pursued over the course of several years, has

suggested that there are four critical factors in good teaching

performance. 4

1. The Teacher's Sense of Purpose

If the teach:.r views himself primarily as a dispenser

of information, the lecture method will predominate. On

the other hand, if the perceived role is that of a

stimulator, helper, and facilitator, the emphasis becomes

one of problem-defining and problem-solving.

Louis J. Rubin, Curriculum and Instruction Study Guide, Fort

Lauderdale, Florida: Nova University Press, 1972, p. 2l

22
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D.:Lcheriz of Children

The dificult but crucial task of the classroom teacher

ri.D only to recognize the variety of pupil intellectual

apacities, learning modes, and personalities but also to

interact correctly with the variety of humanity is an

integral part of the profession for which we have been

trained. The classic example to illustrate a distortion

in perception is one of expecting middle class behavior

from lower class students. Any inaccurate perception of

the students by the teacher has inevitable negative

consequences in the student- teacher relationship. By

sophisticating the teacher's knowledge and by familiarizing

him with the lifestyles of the school community, he will be

c fa
helped to avoid perceptiettal errors through faulty inferences.

3. The Teacher's Knowledge of Subject

The teacher specialist has the edge over the teacher

generalist in our modern "Future Shock" society where new

inPr-rmation concepts and techniques are generated at a

fantastically unprecedented rate. Thus, the more mastery

a teacher has over the subject matter, the more confidence

he displays with a resulting instructional quality increase.

So ft is that an algebra teacher forced to teach pirdsics

would most likely teach the inherent nature of the subject

23



than its relationship to the sthdent's universe.

Th Teacher's Mastery of Technique

Pedagogical skills which actually distinguish the

eac'-ier from the layman must be initially acquired,

proven, field tested, revised, and sometimes discarded

for new practices.

Therefore, in establishing a professional growth system, the

preceEng four elements must be considered in the in-service

design.
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r fcssi)nal ;r,-)wth

n a.!ilfic)n tri the overall and general Guiding Principles

r prff,=ssiona2 ,:rowth, this mc)del in-service program for training

-efch,:ro of Spanish-speaking pupils was carefully planned

'_:sin;! the f(llowing specific principles for in-service training.

The Retraining Program Ought to Provide Compensation to
the Participants

Thus, the time for the training was on the partici-

pants' off-duty hours. Expecting teachers to undergo

intensive training during their normal duty hours would

require an extensive use of substitute teachers to cover

classes, a situation which is, at best, not conducive

for continuity of learning. On the other hand, expecting

teachers to remain abreast of con. tnt changes during their

,)ff duty hours without remuneration is not only irrational

but also naive when one views the contractual limitations

being negotiated by today's teacher organizations.

The Program Ought Not to be Compulsory

Implicit in the design of this model in-service program

is the necessity of initially having a highly motivated staff,

sensitive to the problems of Hispanos. Turthermore, compul-

sory retraining neither allows for individual staff needs

nor for those staff already competent in the performance of

,jectives of the program. Thus, a ssiected and representative

25
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.:Umronent i'rom a larger group of volunteers appeared to

be the best initial principle of iarticipant selection.

The Training Actitities Should be Sequenced so that Teachers
Progress Through a Cycle of Retraining Units Which Gradually
Increase in Complexity.

The elements of good teaciang cannot be attacked in

indiscriminate order. Usually, attitudinal changes must

precede meaningful understanding, and understanding must

precede skill development. "Thus, it is important to

establish a logical order so that planned growth is

efficiently organized and the prerequisites of the training

target are assured."5

Therefore, the activities must be logically, system-

atically, and methodically presented to aoid a haphazard

design which would reduce the in-service program to a low

level of effectiveness.

4. The Participants Should Receive Feedback ol Their Cumulative
Growth During the Training Period Through Some Diagnostic
and Self-Administered Procedure.

Like the pupils they instruct, the participants must

perceive on-going progress during the course of the program.

Terminal evaluation at the end of the program is too far off.

Some short range growth plans must be devised to encourage

the participants to continue. Thus, at regular and frequent

5
Ibid. , p . 228 .

26
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interval.. fecJbaek must be provided to show growth

an to reward their efforts in gaining new insights, in

char.: n,; their attitudes, and in altering their professional

behavior.

5. The Participants Involved in the Retraining Program Should
Have Continuous Access to an On-site Facilitator for
Technical Assistance.

During the course of the training program, as the

participants begin to utilize some of the newly acquired

skills in their classrooms and offices, specific problems

arise requiring the need for some assistance. This

assistance could be technical in nature or simply be a

need for an objective viewer to discuss the participant's

diagnosis and treatment of the problem.

An on-site facilitator who is readily available is a

very important element in the strategy of implementing new

teacher behavior. Thus, it is extremely important to

choose a person who can help the frustrated, calm the

emotional, listen to the disgruntled, give direction to

the befuddled, and reflect the feelings of the doubters.

6. The Teacher Training Ought to be Enhanced Through Peer
Reinforcement.

All of the research clearly indicates that which we

knew all the time; staff development through peer rein-

forcement is the most effective method of implementing

27
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change. Thus, this program will use peer reinforcement

as a major principle in attitudinal and behavioral

change. A constant interfacing among participants will

be suggested and encouraged. Individual views will be

heard and exchanges will be made with eventual group

consensus.

7. Teachers Should Interact with Teacher-Leaders.

The concept of peer reinforcement above also suggests

the idea of peer teaching. Thus, school administrators,

for obvious reasons, should not serve as teacher-trainers

or teacher-leaders. With a teacher leading the group, the

participants may interact more effectively than they

would if their principal would have been the group leader.

8. Provisions Should be Made to Include Administrators for
Greater Staff Motivation in the Implementation Phase.

A school, like any other institution, needs admini-

strative support in the implementation phase. Any staff

retraining without principal support and principal praise

tends to significantly reduce staff motivation. Thus,

while it is important to note that principals and other

line administrators ought not to be used as the teacher-

trainers, they should be included within the retraining

program.
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Testi anu 1,st T(sts Should be Administered to Judge
th Efficiency of the Program.

The use of the pre and Post test to evaluate the

attainment of the program objectives is one statistical

way to justify expenditures; this type of accountability

is recognized and accepted. However, and in addition to

the accountability factor, the Skillful use of the pre

and pest test can graphically point out to a participant

the specific extent of his growth. With careful analysis

and follow-up, the test results can be a positive factor

in continuing professional growth.

10. The Teacher Reamining Should Utilize Performance Incentives
to Motivate the Participants to Use the Acquired Skills.

While it is recognized that a new technique, success-

fully implemented in a classroom, brings about a great

deal of satisfaction, we also know that continued implemen-

tation does not always follow. Thus, some performance

incentive must be designed to assure continued use of

acquired skills. Regardless of the educational terminology

which we attach to the principle, the focus is on follow-

up: how much and how long?

Initial Involvement

Bilingual/ESL Hispanic students are present in varying percent-

ages in all of the city's seven secondary schools - five middle

schools (grades 6 - 8) and two high schools (grades 9 - 12); thus,

29
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an inn Ivnt (f Ji thPse schools would bring the greatest benefit

t( the mos pupils. BAfnre proceeding on to the important tast of

settin: UT, the in-service program objectives, some preliminary but

necessary interaction was accomplished.

The program overview was presented to the seven secondary

school principals and received their approval and

acceptance.

Since the main focus of this program was to integrate the

Spanish-speaking pupil into mainstream classes, the

flexibility of each school's master schedule had to be

ascertained. Retrained mainstream teachers ready to

receive the ESL students are useless unless the school's

master schedule allows some ease of transition from the

Bilingual/ESL classes.

3. After all schools were surveyed for scheduling flexibilities,

these findings were shared among all seven schools for the

principals' information.

Progiam Objectives

The practitioner decided that three types of school personnel

would be used for the program: 1) mainstream teachers, 2) guidance

counselors, and 3) administrators. The objectives were established

for each individual group as well as common objectives for all

participants.
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Objectives f(;r Mainstream Teachers:

A Basic Knowledge of ESL individualized Techniques

The very act of placing a non-mtive student with

some formal ESL exposure into a mainstream class

necessitates some mainstream teacher familiarity

with ESL instruction. Without this basic knowledge,

the teacher's chance for rt.Pching the pupil is, at

best, poor.

2. An Opportunity for an Exchange of Problems, Ideas, and
Remedies

The idea of peer teaching, interaction, and sharing

is paramount. By establishing a low key atmosphere

with a high intergroup relations, the exchange among

participants becomes more productive.

3. The Information and Basic Skills Necessary for Application
of ESL Techniques in Their Own Classes

Mainstream teacher utilization of some of the basic

ESL techniques in their on classes would give continuity

and an interdisciplinary flavor to the pupil transfer

from the ESL to the mainstream class. This would allow

for a smoother transition between classes with the

resulting positive educational benefits.

4. An Opportunity to Develop Collectively a Systematic
Approach to Teaching ESL Pupils in Mainstream Classes
Utilizing Sound Linguistic Techniques
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The key words are "systematic" and "linguistic

techniques." What is being sought by this objective

is to avoid a trial and error method and/or a pupil

regression from the forward motion thrust of the ESL

class.

5. An Introduction to English Linguistics (morphology and
syntax) for Better Diagnosis of ESL Pupil Difficulty

ESL pupils made grammar errors in English which

the teacher tries to correct. However, to correct

errors in a systematic way requires a diagnosis of the

basic generalized difficulty. A morphological and

syntactical familiarization of English will greatly

aid mainstream teachers in making the correct diagnosis

and in presenting the best remedy.

6. The Development of a Self Evaluation Instrument for use
in Lesson Planning

Moving from the theory to the application, this

objective is intended to give mainstream teachers a

model from which lesson plans can be designed.

Objectives for Guidance Counselors

1. An Opportunity for Counselors to Acquaint Mainstream
Teachers with the In-take Procedures and SchedulinE
Problems of Bilingual ESL Pupils

Group interaction among counselors and mainstream

teachers would help both groups to appreciate more fully
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the roles of each. This counselor/mainstream teacher

interchange would also enhance the team approach in

solving pupil problems.

2. The Establishment of a Counselor/ESL Teacher/Mainstream
Teacher "Instructional Pupil Placement Team"

This triumvirate concept would bring together

all of the staff's professional talents for proper

pupil placement.

Objectives For Administrators:

1. The Development of a Supervisory Evaluation Instrument
by Administrators Together with Those Mainstream Teachers
Who Will be Supervised

The idea of togetherness is crucial in developing

this evaluation instrument. Most ideally, the supervisor

and the supervisee should develcp a mutually agreed

upon instrument for instructional improvement.

2. The Acquisition of Administrative Support for Bilingual/
ESL Education and the Required Supportive Service

By involving principals and supervisors in a program

of this nature, the more likely the program will be

supported,by the administration of the individual

schools.

Common Objectives For All:

1. A Functional Speaking Knowledge of Spanish for Establish-
ing Communication with Spanish-Speak i Pupils and Parents
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All participants were given an audio-lingual

exposure to Spanish for basic communicative skills.

The emphasis was on the basic social amenities and

common school phraseology, all intended to help to

put the Spanish-speaking pupil at ease.

2. An Exposure to Learning a Second Language With All of
the Attending Problems and Frustrations

The Spanish course was conversationally oriented

with a maximum flow of Spanish at a normal speaking

tempo. Thus, all would be undergoing the same type

of experiences that the ESL pupils undergo in the

mainstream classes thereby producing a greater degree

of sensitivity to and sympathy for the problems of the

second language learner.

This "language shock" technique is based upon the

Berlitz total immersion approach and the shock therapy

of language learning of the origina?. NDEA institutes

of the 1960's, both of which proved quite effective in

developing a greater appreciation for the plight of the

second language learner.

3. An Hispanic Cultural Introduction to Puerto Rico,
Colombia, and Costa Rica

The fact that most of the Hispanos in the city's

school system come from these three areas, a cultural

introduction to the two Latin American countries and
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the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico was deemed most

necessary for equipping mainstream teachers with the

basic tools for effectively interacting with their

Hispanic pupils.

4. The Development of Bicultural Model Learning Packets
For Use in Mainstream Classes

These packets would span the spectrum ranging from

such relatively simple subjects as the geography of

the Caribbean to the complex concepts of Hispanic

stereotypes and human relations. Mainstream teachers

with Hispanic pupils in their classes are expected to

teach their full complement of Anglo pupils while also

providing for the unique needs of the Hispanos. This

type of planning requires a tremendous amount of

preparation and time to search for appropriate

materials to provide a slow but effective integration

of Hispanos and Anglos. The development of "Learning

Packets" was intended to accomplish two goals: a) a

bicultural experience for Anglos and Hispanos, and b)

a ready made and locally produced lesson format with

bibliography and ready references intended to redirect

teacher energies towards more creative endeavors.

5. The Training of a Cadre of Professionals in Each of the
Secondary Schools Who in Turn Will Act as Trainers of
Their Own Staffs and Colleagues for More Effectively
Dealing with the Bilingual/ESL Pupils in the Classroom,
in the Offices, and in the Community
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After the participants acquired the necessary

knowledge, skills, and attitudes, they would return

to their respective buildings and sow similar seeds

among their colleagues both on a formal and informal

basis. The focal point of this seed-sowing is based

upon Morris Cogan's colleagial interaction whereby

behavioral changes on the part of the professional

staff are best achieved through peer influence.

Administrative Decisions and Recruitment

Several decisions were necessary prior to the identification

of the in-service participants. These decisions were made While

keeping a balance between budgetary restraints and fulfillment of

objectives.

1. Number of Sessions

Twenty sessions of two hour duration were judged

sufficient. Each two hour session would meet weekly for

a total of 20 weeks.

2. Number of Participants

The number of participants was limited to fifty. This

number would insure adequate representation from eacl,

secondary school and would eventually provide the cadre

nucleus in each school. It would also allow for some

atrophy among the participants. The total number of

participants would be divided into two groups to facilitate

interaction.
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Number of Teacher-Trainers

For ease of planning, the proximity factor, facilitation

of decision-making, sufficient diversity of expertise, and

planning ahead for small group interactions, it was decided

co use three teacher-trainers. One of the three was the

practitioner.

4. Mainstream Teacher Selection

Through experience and prior observations, the practitioner

determined that the language arts, social studies, and practical

arts departments are the immediate problem areas for the

majority of Hispanos. Thus, the mainstream teachers which

were selected for this program came from these three areas.

5. Identification of Mainstream Teachers

Having identified the curricular areas from which the

mainstream teachers would be chosen, the next chore was to

identify those mainstream teachers who were to participate.

In order to maintain individual building sovereignty, school

principals were asked to identify their teacher participants

using the following guidelines:

a. a superior teacher as judged by the principal.

b. a teacher who wants to participate in the program.

c. a teacher who, through past performance, has been

willing to receive these Bilingual/ESL pupils into
his classes and put .orth the extra effort in pro-

viding some type of instruction compatible with the
pupil's English ability.
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d. a teacher who, through past performance, has
demonstrated a sincere and genuine professional
manner in dealing with minority pupils.

It should be noted that although the program was

voluntary, not all who had volunteered were selected and

not all who were selected had initially volunteered. In

addition, the first tallies showed more "selected volunteers"

than were needed so that a waiting list was established in

case there occurred a greater atrophy level than was

anticipated.

6. Identification of Other In-Service Participsnts

For "de facto" insertion of thLs model into the seven

secondary schools and for administrative cooperation, all

seven principals and/or their assi:tants were invited to

participate. In addition to the adninistrative staff,

tl-,se guidance personnel who had been asking for this type

of help for more effective communication and counseling

of the Spanish-speaking pupils were also invited to

participate.

7. Recruitment of Two Teacher Trainers

Its addition to the practitioner, two other teacher

trainers were needed. The following teacher trainer

qualifications were established to aid in the selection

process:
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a. should have Bilingual/ESL training.

b. should know Spanish as a first or second language.

c. should have a fundaulental kno,dedge of linguistics.

d. should be directly and actively involved in daily
interactions with Hispanos.

e. should have demonstrated a genuine sensitivity to
the needs of Hispanos.

Using these guidlines, the two natural choices for

these teacher-trainer positions were the two Bilingual/ESL

teachers; one from each of the two high schools since they

are the focal point in the pupils' transition from the ESL

classes into the mainstream.

8. Establishment of the In-Service Schedule

There were two considerations in setting up the in-

service schedule of 20 sessions. Coordination with the

general school calendar was necessary so as not to

schedule any sessions in conflict with already scheduled

meetings and conferences. Secondly, all identified

participants were surveyed to ascertain the most convenient

meeting time for most. With this input, the schedule was

established.
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LESSON PLANS, MATERIALS, AND PROCEDURES

:Tior to the actual in-service sessions, extensive plans and

procedures were developed, some of which were modified later during

the on -doing evaluation phase. Lesson plans were developed for the

three components of the workshop:

1. The Spanish Language Component

2. The Linguistic Component

3. The Cultural Component

In this section, each component will be discussed in depth to

illustrate the extensive pre-planning necessary in giving so much

to a few in so little time.

The Spanish Language Component

The problem in teaching Spanish to a group of teachers for a

twenty session workshop was to select appropriate materials. Since

no commercially prepared materials were available which had local

relevancy, it was decided to develop a local "Survival Kit" for use

by mainstream teachers (Appendix A). The reader should note that

the "Survival Kit" also deals with Greek since part of the original

ESAA grant was used to help mainstream teachers of Greek-speaking

children.

The practitioner Ilayed a major leadership role in preparing
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this kit for use as a text and beginning point in the Spanish

language component. It was felt that intensive training in high

frequency classroom, expressions, attendance procedures, and home

and school information would provide the mainstream teachers with

sufficient knowledge to show the Hispano that they did, indeed,

care. Furthermore, this basic training in language also would

give the teachers the grammatical background to broaden their

Spanish.

In addition to the "Survival Kit" as a written text, the

entire kit was also taped to give the workshop participants an

opportunity to practice the language at home, thereby reinforcing

the visual with the audio for greater retention and learning.

Once the "Survival Kit" had been developed, the teaching

methodology had to be decided upon. In order to give the main-

stream teachers a similar language shock experience of the non-

English-speaking pupil cast into an English-speaking high school,

the linguistic approach to teaching was to be audio-lingual. Here

the emphasis would be conversationally oriented, using the target

language as much as possible. Induction would prevail over deduction

with generalization being sought from the participants rather than

being given by the teacher- trainers.

An interesting by-product, not intended, occurred. The
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participants, in their zeal to learn the language in this capsulated

form, developed their auditory senses to a greater level of effi-

ciency. They became very aware of sounds (morphemes and phonemes)

and most appreciative of the logic of the inflected Spanish endings,

the language's structure, and the five vowel sounds as opposed to

the multi-vowel sounds of English which cause such difficulty for

the non-English-speaking pupil. This sensitivity and awareness

enhanced their already empathetic feelings for the Hispanos.

This Spanish language component conducted via the audio-lingual

method brought to the awareness stage the following principles of

language learning:

1. We hear what we have become accustomed to hear and tend to

substitute known sounds for new sounds. Thus, the need

arises for help in hearing and reproducing sounds.

2. Normal speech cadence and volume provide a calm and less

threatening atmosphere for the learner of a foreign

language.

3. Pattern practice with a model to follow going from the
simple to the complex with introduction of one concept at

a time provides a maximum learnir situation.

4. Just as we learned our own native language, oral proficiency

shoulu come before reading or writing. The entire audio-

lingual approach has as its basis the acquisition of skills

in the following order: listening, hearing, speaking,

reading, and writing.

5 Lessons which center around thc. teacher's experience are
more effective; thus, tI'e use of the "Survival Kit" with

locally relevant situations seemed most appropriate.
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These general Principles of language learning later became the

basis for the participants' development of the Self-Evaluation

Check List and the Supervisor's Observation Check List which will

be discussed in the Evaluation Section of this practicum.

The Linguistic Component

As native speakers of English, even the highly educated are

generally unaware of the systematic structure of English and the

problems which are encountered by non-native speakers in learning

our language. A mainstream teacher, in dealing with the Spanish-

speaking pupil in his classroom must be 1) knowledgeable about the

basic linguistic aspects of English, 2) acquainted with the general

methods of ESL instruction and its application to his own subject

area, and 3) reasonably skilled in diagnosing language difficulties

and presenting his own curricular remedies. To accomplish these

three goals, the Linguistic Component was divided into three

sections:

A. Technical Section.

B. General Application Section.

C. Case Study Section.

The content of each section will be discussed and illustrated

with .ample lesson plans and materials. No commercially prepared

materials were used because most linguistic texts are too technical

and boring for the average mainstream teacher and because we wanted
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tc t.xplore ,only tip- linguistic highlights of English. The sequence

rf sections 'technical-general-application-case study, was designed

to go from teacher-trainer dominated to participant input, planning,

interaction, diagnosis, problem-solving and resolution.

A. Technical Section

This section of the workshop provided the participants

with a general overview of the basic consideration of the

second language learner. Since each language has its own

sound system and structure, the second language learner:

1. tends not to hear in the now language the sounds
which do not occur in his native language.

2. tends to substitute from his own language sounds
which approximate those of the new language.

3. needs assistance in hearing the new sounds and in
reproducing them.

4. needs to hear and imitate a clear model or t:-.e

language spoken without exaggerations of tempo,
rhythL, intonation, and stress.

5. should understand that meaning is communicated
through the pitch, pause, elision, stress, rhythm,
tempo, and word order of the new language.

6. should have many opportunities to practice sentence
patterns and correct forms of the new languag,J in
a systematic progression that builds each new segment

on one already learned.

7. needs practice drills that provide numerous
repetitions, essential in achieving automatic
control and fluency in the new language.

8. needs to hear, repeat, and practice recurring
patterns of forms and structures to gain automatic
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oral control first and then insights and
0,,eneralizations about the form and structure

f English.

9. needs frequent opportunities to speak in the new

language to apply what he has learned.

The teacher, in providing instruction for ESL pupils,

1. be aware that children usually understand the new
language before they are able and willing to express
themselves in that language.

2. select structural patterns and vocabulary that stem
from situations and experiences familiar to the
learner and present them in context.

3. provide many activities that emphasize pattern
practice as a means of developing the habit of

proper work order and understanding of its

relation to meaning and vocabulary.

4. present new words in context, drill them in
isolation, and follow this with application of
the use of these words in the same and other

contexts.

5. provide opportunity for children to recognize
known words that have new meanings in a new

context. (Individual words often have multiple

meanings.)

6. give correction and provide practice for accuracy

of oral production.

7. provide for the development of auditory discrimina-
tion in correcting pronunciation of sounds, use
drills of minimal pairs, and follow with the use
of the words in context, e.g., I sit in my seat

when I eat.

8. use many visual aids that arouse interest and

maintain effort.
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9. include in the lesson structures and vocabulary
that are similar as well as those that are dis-
similar to the learner's native language.
Children can succeed more easily when the
structures and vocabulary of English are similar
to those in their native language. This success
encourages them to attack the more difficult
structures that are dissimilar.

10. use the aural-oral or audio-lingual approach.
The pupil's first contact wih the new language
material is through the ear.°

Following these basic considerations of language learning, the

technical linguistic aspect of language was presented. This portion

included the following:

1. Phonemes - sound units of language.

2. Morphemes - smallest unit of speech which has
some recognizable meaning or function.

3. Categories of Morphemes with some examples:

a. prefixes

precede presume

contain conduct

obtain object

retain reject

b. suffixes

(i) adjectives

our

is

famous

adorous

cubic

6Bureau of Curriculum Development, Board of Education, City of New

York: Publications St es Office, 1971, pp. 1 - 2.
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volcanic

ful peaceful

faithful

powerful

(ii) nouns

al denial

refusal

ure departure

failure

ment achievement

amusement

er helper

catcher

(iii) verbs

ize liberalize

equalize

en darken

cheapen

c. roots

tain

form

contain

detain

retain

confox.

reform

314
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a. anmatical endings

fil verbs

s (third person)

ing

ed

(ii) nouns

s (plural)

(iii) adjectives

er

est

4. Morpheme Variants

a. nouns

If a noun ends in a voiced consonant like

/b/, /d/. /g/, /v/, /m/, /n/, the plural

morpheme is /2/.

buy n buys

bug bugs

seed seeds

The voice /z/ is also used after vowels:

bee bees

sea seas

If noun ends in an unvoiced consonant, the

unvoiced /s/ is used:

cat cats

cup cups
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After the consonant sounds/s/, /z/, etc.,

the plural morpheme becomes 4 z/:

dish dishes

witch witches

b. Verbs follow same pattern as ncuns. Third

singular /s/ is voiced after voiced consonant

sounds:

read reads

bed beds

unvoiced after unvoiced consonants:

cut cuts

speak speaks

after consonant soundsk/:

wish wishes

catch catches

5. Unpredictable Variants

a. nouns

ox oxen

child children

man men

foot feet

mouse mice

sheep sheep
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b. adjectives

good better best

bad worse worst

c. verbs

drive drove driven

drives driving

Following these technical morphological explanations, some

learning exercises and questions were presented. Examples are:

1. How many morphemes are there in each of the following words:

a. comprehend f. distribution k. passable

b. legible g. morpheme 1. illegnle

c. indispensable h. America m. confer

d. oxen i. vision n. conference

e. construction j. visual o. difference

2. If we define adjectives and verbs as paradigmatic classes,

what would be the reason for considering?

a. beautiful and excellent as belonging in a .lass
different from that of adjectives like happy or smart'

b. ought or must in a class different from that of regular
verbs?

3. -ness is a morpheme that converts adjectives into nouns

(e.g., big/bigness.) Give at least two or more morphemes

that serve the same function.

4. A change in the voicing of the last consonant sounds is
a morpheme converting nouns into verbs (e.g., strife/strives.)
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Give at least four more examples of this morpheme.

5. Give at least three examples of morphemes chat

are used to convert nouns into adjectives.

6. In the sentence - The shapely girl looked at him

happily - the suffix (morpheme) "ly" is used twice. Is it the same

morpheme both times?

7. What is the morpheme that is used to convert the

noun permit to the verb permit? Give other examples of the same

morpheme.7

Still within the framework of the Technical Section, English

syntax was presented as a blueprint or pattern for work construction

into sentences. The inflected endings of Spanish, a vestigial

survivor from Latin, were discussed in terms of the implication for

learning English and the crucial nature of word order in English

to convey intended meaning.

Subsequent lessons dealt with the vowel sounds of English,

focusing on front central and back vowels, and dipthongs. The

participants, at this point, were duly impressed with the task

faced by Spanish-speaking pupils whose language contains only five

vowel sounds and who were forced to learn some foUrteen variations

of their five in order to learn English.

7Robert L. Politzer, Foreign Language LearninE, Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970, pp. I4 - 50.
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.51;,or vr,wc4 and consonant sound problems for the Spanish-

spi-ikinw, pupil were introduced to the group using the City of

New York's ESL/Bilingual Brochures8 as a guide.

This technical portion, which as indicated in the final

participant evaluation proved to be the least palatable, was

concluded after the teacher-trainers felt that the technical

knowledge had been acquired along with a more sympathetic and

sensitive feeling for the Spanish-speaking pupil who attempts

t) learn a language more complicated than his own.

The language learning concepts which were derived from this

technical section were:

1. Learning a language as a native is very different from
learning a second language through formal instruction.

2. All language has structure and knowledge of the structure
is essential to provide effective language instruction.

3. A formalized and systematic approach is necessary for
effective instruction and learning.

B. General Application Section

Equipped with the technical language concepts, the next step

was to show methods of applying the linguistic and morphological

skills for effective classroom use. The classroom teacher participants

8Board of Education of the City of New York, English-As-A-Second
Language and Bilingual Programs, Problems in Understanding and
Producing Sounds, Rhythm, and Intonation, 1969, pp. 1 - 3.
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m- for building an orderly sequence of

n: frim 11F'ening to the speaking to the reading to

%11 wt.: Ling pha3..-s. These guidelines were:

1. Use uncomplicated syntax.

2. Avoid double meanings and exceptions to the rules.

Avoid idiomatic expressions.

4. Use models and pattern practices as a basis for
habituating new concepts.

5. Show similarities and differences between Spanish and
English with similarities presented first.

In implementing these guidelines, the following syntactical

procedures for oral and written language instructions were presented:

1. Replacement Procedures

a. Noun replacement: Simply substitute one now for
another:

The child came late. The boy came late.

I saw the man. I saw the dog.

b. Pronoun replacement: Replace a noun by a pronoun or
a pronoun by another pronoun:

I saw the man. I saw him.

We saw the man. They saw the man.

c. Verb replacement: Replace one verb by another:

Charles sees the boy. Charles knows the boy.

Robert will follow Robert will understand
orders. orders.
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d. Adjective replacement: Replace one adjective by
another:

MY good friend knows the my old friend knows the
answer. answer.

Charles is lazy. Charles is intelligent.

e. Adverb replacement: Replacement of one adverb by
another:

Robert works continuously. Robert works slowly.

Charles arrived late Charles arrived early
this morning. this morning.

2. :asic Expansion Operations

a. Verb expansion: By this operation we simply make
the verb bigger;

Robert works all the time. Robert has worked all the
time.

Robert works all the time. Robert should work all the
time.

Robert works all the time. Robert is working all the
time.

Robert out to wicr..k. Robert ought to have worked.

b. Adverbial expansion This involves adding to the verb
part of the sentence by adding an adverb or adding to
an already existing adverb

Charles sings. Charles sings beautifully.

Charles sings every day. Charles sires beautifully
every day.

c. Noun expansion: This operation involves adding to the
noun by various means; the most common are by using
additional modifying adjectives or by prepositional
expressions:
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My friend is here. My good friend is here.

I know that old man. I know that good, wise old
man.

The boy is here. The boy with the papers is
here.

3. Simple Transformations

These changes involve not just a replacement or

expansion of the existing grammatical structure but a change in

the structure itself. The most important of these simple transfor-

mations are:

a. Verb transformation

I speak to Charles. I spoke to Charles.

We know the answer. We knew the answer.

b. The negative transformation: This involves making a
positive statement negative:

Charles understands me. Charles does not understand
me.

Charles can write. Charles cannot write.

c. The interrogative transformation: Making a statement
into a question:

Charles understands me. Does Charles understand me?

Charles can write. Can Charles write?

d. The passive transformation:

The man beats the boy. The boy is beaten by the man.

The detective followed The man was followed by the
the man. detective.
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Subordinate Clause Operations

These might also be called the "replacement -

transformation" procedures, since what is involved in using the

subordinate clause is a transformation as well as a replacement.

a. Noun clause expansion

this is true that this is true

the truth is obvious that this is true is obvious

We understand his That we understand his

objection. objection.

I doubt our understanding. I doubt that we understand
his objection.

b. Adverbia clause expansion: In this procedure a sentence

is transformed into an adverbiall clause and then fitted

into the place of an adverbial modifier.

The moon was shining. While the moon was shining.

Charles worked late. Charles worked while the
moon was shining.

c. Relative (adjectival) clause expansion: Here the

subordinate clause is fitted into the place that

could have been occupied by a noun modifier:

Charles is my good old WI° is my good old friend?

friend.

Good old Charles didn't Charles, who is my good old

come. friend, didn't come.9

9Politzer, 92.. cit., pp. 146 - 150.
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Whil, the syntactical procedure implementation was in progress,

-xamuls of the use of mcdels and pattern practice as a basis for

habituating new concepts was progressing in the Spanish language

component. Here the participants were undergoing the same sequen-

tial build-up in SSL (Spanish-As-A-Second-Language) as the pupils

in ESL (English-As-A-Second-Language.)

In Spanish, they were exposed to the following techniques of

ESL instruction:

1. Adjective and noun and verb replacement.

2. Paired Substitutions.

3. Progressive Substitutions.

4. Free Completion.

Comparative analyses of Spanish and English were made in the

Spanish Language Component, going from the simple and the similar

to the more complex and dissimilar in order to illustrate, again,

the need for a sequential, systematic, linguistically sound

language learning lesson.

C. Case Study Section

This final section of the Linguistic Component proved

more popular and rewarding because it provided an atmosphere for

total participant interaction, mutual problem-solving, brainstorming
)

idea exchange and peer teaching. Each participant was asked to

Present a current case study problem to the group. Various formats

were used for the case study presentations.
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1. Sample Writing

Some participants submitted copies of their

pupils' written work for syntactical and morphological

analysis. Writing problems were diagnosed and remedies

offered.

2. Formal Case Studies

Some participants presented case studies of

problem ESL pupils, giving a synopsis of all pertinent

data such as family background, achievement level,

attendance records, etc. Generalizations were offered,

suggestions made, and prescriptive remedies devised to

effect greater academic achievements.

3. Video Tapes

Some participants video-taped phases of school

life involving ESL pupils. Speech and comprehension

problems were diagnosed with prescribed remedies. In

addition, this type of format also gave the participants

an opportunity to offer constructive suggestions to

the teacher in terms of the self-evaluation guidelines

which will be discussed further on in this practicum.

This section, in addition to creating the most enthusiasm

through group interaction, gave each member of this group (classroom

teachers, counselors, and administrators) an opportunity to present
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his own case problem which, in turn, developed a greater appreciation

fcr each Lther's role in the total school system. It was this final

section which united all into a dynamic action-oriented group where

all were intent upon helping the ESL pupil by utilizing the roles

of the others.

The Cultural Component

As was previously stated, the Hispanos of Norwalk are from

Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, and Colombia. Thus, a cultural overview

of these two Latin American countries and Puerto Rico was presented

to give the participants a sympathetic understanding of Hispanic

heritage.

In an effort to make full use of teacher talent and efficient

utilization of materials, the practitioner decided to offer this

cultural component through the media of Learning Packets. Locally

prepared Learning Packets were used to introduce culturally

Puerto Rico, Costa Rica and Colombia to the in-service participants.

These Learning Packets subsequently could be used by the mainstream

teachers as mini-units for their own classes. Thus, another impetus

was given to follow-up in the various secondary schools.

Completely independent of the in-service workshop, but while

the practitioner served as liaison for workshop input, the practitioner

enlisted the expertise of five staff members to prepare two Learning
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Packets for both in-service presentation and later classroom

use.

The Learning Packet entitled "Geography of the Caribbean and

Central America" (Appendix B) was formulated for the middle school

level. The second packet entitled "Group Stereotyping: Use and

Misuse" (Appendix C) due to its sophisticated nature and areas of

sensitivity, was devised primarily for use at the senior high school

level.

In both packets, inquiry was used as the technique so as to

elicit a maximum amount of discussion, interaction, questioning,

and eventual revelation. It was most interesting to note that

during the in-service workshop session, the participants were

extremely pleased and excited in discussing the contents of both

packets. They felt that they not only had learned a great deal

about Hispanic heritage, but also had a practical instrument as a

guide for a unit's work.

Another portion of this cultural component made use of the

native Hispanos who were employed by the Norwalk Board of Education

as teacher aides. Several of these para-professionals from Puerto

Rico, Costa Rica, and Colombia were invited to a workshop session

to give their feelings and ideas on such topics as:

1. Differences in living conditions between the United
States and Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, or Colombia.
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2. The family unit.

3. Women's roles.

4. Citizens (in the case of Puerto Ricans) and non-
citizens.

5. What Hispanos find most pleasant about the schools and
most unpleasant.

6. What teachers can do to help.

This type of interaction gave the participants on-line experience

and first-hand insight into the cultural shock of Hispanos entering

our schools.

Resource Person

In order to provide an on -line aid to the participants in

their own classrooms and offices and as a practical application to

principles discussed in the workshop, the practitioner recruited

a resource person to be available for helping mainstream teachers.

This person, upon invitation of the mainstream teacher, counselor,

or administrator, made herself available to assist in diagnosing

academic and behavioral problems and suggesting remedies regarding

the Hispanic pupils. To accomplish this, a Request For Resource

Person form was devised (Appendix D.)

The frequency of use of the resource person among the workshop

participants was somewhat less than had been projected. The

reasons given by the participants were:
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1. There was ample opportunity at the workshop sessions

to present and discuss actual classroom problems.

2. The resource person had been invited to one workshop

session where she gave an excellent presentation on

individualized instruction with Hispanic pupils.

Nevertheless, despite the low frequency of use, the resource

person played an additional supportive role in training these

participants for becoming a cadre of teacher-trainers in their own

buildings.
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INSTRUCTIONAL PUPIL PLACEMENT TEAM

As the workshop sessions progressed, it became evident, as

indicated by the problems presented and questions asked, that some

formalized structure was needed to approach the variety of problems

experienced by the Hispanos in a mainstream class. As a direct

outgrowth of this expressed need, the practitioner developed the

idea of the Instructional Pupil Placement Team (IPPT.) The IPPT

would be used to diagnose language disabilities and to prescribe

corrective/remedial instruction. The team at the building level

would consist of:

1. The chairman of the foreign language department

(because of the interdisciplinary and bicultural

concepts which exist between the Bilingual/ESL and

the foreign language departments.)

2. The ESL and/or bilinaual teacher.

3. The counselor of the pupil.

4. The appropriate mainstream teacher(s).

5. The principal, housemaster or assistant principal.

o. A representative from the school's Learning Center.

(The Learning Center is an integral part of each school.

It consists of staff members who specialize in teaching

pupils who are learning disabled, functioning signifi-

cantly below grade level, socially maladjusted,

mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed.)
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The procedure for an IPPT meeting would be as follows:

1. Whenever any mainstream problem with an Hispano

appeexs to be causing some distress, any member of

the IPPT may request a meeting by filling out a

Referral for Services Form (Appendix E.)

2. The ESL teacher would receive the referral and invite

the appropriate team members to a conference. It

should be pointed out that not all problems required

the attendance of all team members. The ESL teacher

would make this judgment in her role as chairman of

the IPPT.

3. At the conference, minutes would be kept which would

include those present, a summary of the problem, and

suggested resolutions.

4. In some cases, parents and pupils would be invited

also. However, in all cases, parents would be advised

through receipt of a copy of the minutes.

This procedure was well received by the participants because

it satisfied their need for a more structured manner in dealing

with mainstream problems. Furthermore, it required written records

which would be kept for purposes of viewing progress and teacher

planning from year to year.
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PRACTITIONER INPUT

e
During the fifteen months of ?.:oncentrated activity, the 45,/C4'

/

practitioner devoted countless hours to complete this practicum.

These activities are summarized as follows:

1. Participated in many pre-practicum sessions to write

the original ESAA grant wh'ch funded the in-service

program.

2. Conferred with regional Health, Education, and Welfare

representatives regarding the grant.

3. Traveled to regipnal Health, Education, and Welfare

Headquarters in Boston to seek aid and advice regarding

the grant.

4. Participated in many community/parent/staff AdNibory

Councils before, curing, and after the grant as a

secondary school resource person.

5. Developed the "Survival Kit" (Apprldix A)

6. Conferred regularly with the project director of

the grant.

7. Developed the objectives and the fo-mat of the workshop.

8. Carried out all the necessary administrative duties

for the workshop Implementation.

9. Developed the guideliaes for participant selection.
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10. Recruited two teacher-trainers.

11. Established the actual in-service schedule.

22. Developed lesson plans and procedures before and

during the workshop.

13. Developed the "Instructional Pupil Placement Team"

concept (Appendix E).

14. Helped to develop Learning Packets as a follow-up

adjunct (Appendices B and C.)

15. Conducted the actual workshop sessions with the two

selected teacher-trainers.

16. Developed and provided all necessary materials for

these workshops.

17. Acted as a central clearing house for all Bilingual/ESL

workshop information and follow-up.

le. Designed the evaluation procedure and developed the

evaluative instruments.

19. Compiled and analyzed all evaluation results.

20. Conferred and planned regularly with the two teacher-

trainers.

21. Visited mainstream teachers' classes for viewing on-line

implementation of workshop techniques.

22. Designed and implemented the follow-up.

23. Evaluated the total impact of the model.

24. Shared all aspects of the workshop with the local and

state educational communities.
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EVALUATING THE PRACTICUM

Before embarking upon any discussion regarding the actual

evaluatl'n of the workshop results, some attendance figures about

the twenty sessions need explanation in order for the reader to

understand better the statistical results and analysis of some of

the instruments used in the evaluation process.

The workshop began with forty participants which included

teacher-administrative-guidance personnel from a-1 seven secondary

schools (five middle schools and two high schools.) By the sixth

session, the number had decreased from the original forty to thirty-

four through normal atrophy. Also by the sixth session, the

workshop had generated enough interest among other staff members

that fifteen petitioned to be allowed to enter. Because of this

expressed interest on the part of the staff, nine were allowed to

enter the program at the eighth workshop session.

Thus, as the reader peruses the evaluation results in this

section, he should keep in mind that the ORIGINAL Geoup results

apply to the original forty participants who entered the program

at workshop session number one. The NEW GROUP results apply to

the nine who entered the program at workshop session number eight.

On-Going Evaluation

On-going and continuous evaluation throughout the enx1xe in-service
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procrqm was de.-med necessary as e primary prerequisite for a

successful workshop. This was accomplished at the end of each

session Ly having all workshop participants complete a prepared

quest:-)nnaire - ESAA WORKSHOP EVALUATION SHEET (Appendix F.)

All of these evaluation sheets were reviewed at the end of

each session and subsegent sessions were modified as per the

suggestions and comments. This type of immediate feedback and

modification, based on Provus' Discrepancy Evaluation Model, save

the teacher-trainers great insights into the quality of the materials

being presented and what types of activities were best, suited to the

needs of those participating in the workshop.

S'lf-Evaluation

The main theme throughout the itsbol, centered upon the need

for staff to fecilitate the transition of the Hispano from the

relatively sheltered and :,tructured living of the ESL class into

the bewildering mainstream class. With this need most evident,

and as the 'hitial informa_ion-giving se'i:zions of the workshop

were presert'd, the practitioner directed thc group into develop-

ing a SELF-EVALUATION CEECK LIST FOB MAINSTREAM TEACHEPS OF ESL

PUPILS (Appendix G.)

This Self-Evaluation Check '1st would ho '.1sed by staff in

planning their lessons and in deciilon-:eding as to the best course

of action in dealing with the ILLsparo. This type of self-evaluation
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h th inlividual staff member deciding upon

.:Tliatiun';. No %-ttempt was mad- to

n_ suits n frequency of usage. The fact that

the Lr,,Ition of this check list was accomplished by grass roots

input assumr.s its usage by those who helped create it.

Sunervisory Evaluation

As an outgrowth of the Self-Evaluation Check List, a CHECK

L1ST F')F, SUTERVISORY OBSERVATION OF ESL AND MAINSTREAM TEACHERS

(Appendix H) was developed by the group. Given the fact that

teachers are subject to supervisory observations, the practitioner

felt that direct input by those to be supervised into a document

to be used by the supervisor would make for an instrument most

effective to improve instruction. The check list, which takes its

philosophical base from Morris Cogan's Clinical Sppervision10 is

simply a description of what is seen without the introduction of

the superfluous adjectives, trite educational jargon, ald preju-

dicial value judgments.

As in the case ,f the Self-Evaluation Check List, it was not

the Practitioner's intention to garner any statistics on the use of

this instrument. Suffice it to say that grass roots input into a

document of this nature will de facto insure its potential to

improve instruction.

1-
'Korris L. Cogan, Clinical Supervision, Boston, Mass.: Houghton

Co., 1973.
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Rilincla1/2S: Pupils' Reactions

intc-gral part of the evaluatic- of the in-service pro-

gram, the practitioner provided opportunity for input reactions

from those Bilingual/ESL pupils in the mafmstream classes of

workshop participants. Cognizant of the -Impersonalization of the

formal questionnaire approach, the practitioner decided to seek

pupil reactions from the participants as an on-going routine

throughout wee entire in-service program.

Thus, incorporated into the workshop format was a definitive

philosophy which espoused the need for constant pupil input to be

gleaned by the participants in an informal, subtle, and non-

threatening manner. At each session, all participants were

encouraged to share their pupils' reactions with the group. The3e

pupil reactions were brought to the workshop sessions in three

different ways:

1. Participant Narration or Reporting

In this manner, the participants simply reported to

the group some of their observations. regarding Bilingual/ESL

pupils' reactions to the new skills. knowledge and attitudes

of their mainstream teachers, counselors or administrators.

2. Compositions

As the word of the in-service program quickly had

permeated the pupils' ranks, there were many questions,
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ant reacti,hs. Thus some of the participants

th,ir :,ilingual/ESL pupils, as a regular

wrttin4 assii;nm.2nt, to react to their teachers' "going

back to school" to learn Spanish and something about

Hispano culture.

Vile° Taping

Some input was obtained from video tapes of

classroom situations where pupils discussed their reactions

to the fact that their teachers were "going back to school."

The following represent a synopsis of the pupil reactions

as reported at the workshop sessions:

a. The pupils were pleased that their teachers would take

the time to improve their Hispanic understanding.

b. The pupils felt that they were "important" as an

Hispanic- resource person to help the teacher.

c. The pupils viewed the teachers in a more positive

manner.

Without doubt all input indicated positive reactions among

the pupi'.s. With such a solid and positive pupil-teacher rapport,

the probability of instructional improvement for the Hispano in

meinstream classes may be logically and correctly inferred.

Pre-Test/Post-Test (Liwaistics)

During the extensive planning period pricr tc the workshop
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th, ;rc'tLt nr doved a true/false pre-test which

.Lt w:th th ba7,1,2 1:11;:1.13tic c'oncepts of Engli.11 and their

trachint: ESL. This pre-test of Basic Consider-

of Se.:oni_ Language Learning (AppencEx I) was tdmini3t.-rd

it th:: first workshop session q.nd at the last sessLon a3 a post-

t.s*L. Th ?re-Test/Post-Test results (T,_ble 1) follow.
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Table 1

PRE-TEST/POST-TEST RESULTS
TRUE FALSE

(20 points peZ test)

PRE-TEST
(Original Group)

POST-TEST

(Grigina1 Grow))
# of TOTAL

SCORE PEOPLE SCORE

POST-TEST

(New Group)

# of TOTAL
SCORE PEOPLE SCORESCORE

#of TOTAL
PEOPLE SCORE

9 X 3 = 27 11 X 1 = 11 11 X 1 = 11

10 X 1 = 10 12 X 1 = 12 12 X 1 = 12

11 X 5 = 55 14 X 2 = 28 13 X 1 = 13

12 X 3 = 36 15 X 6 = 90 15 X 2 = 30

13 X 6 = 78 16 X 3 = 48 16 X 3 = 48

14 X 8 = 112 17 X 7 = 119 17 X 1 = 17

15 X 4 = 60 18 X 3 = 54 19 X 1 = 19

16 X 3 = 48 19 X 4 = 76 20 X 1 = 20

17 X 2 = 34 20 X 6 = 120 11 170

35 460 33 558

460 7 700 = 65.7% 558 7660 = 84.5% 170 7 220 = 77.2%

The total percentage score is calculated as follows:

A. 35 participants took the test.

B. Each test was worth 20 points.

C. 35 X 20 = 700

D. Thus, 460 (total number of points earned by all) divided
by 700 (total possible number of points attainable) equals
65.7%.

NOTE: There are no pre-test results for the new growl. because
they were not in the program at the first sess:_on.

7.3
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True-F%1,,-e Analysis

Zru?-Fals,- Pre-Test and Post-Test were exactly the sam,

and suu,:ht to live some measure of the participants' familiarity

with basic Bilingual/ESL concepts. ne pre-test was given during

sossi,-)n #1, coll,=cted and discussed only insofar as there were

-Juestions by the parti,-!ipPJlts. During the course, of the ESL

comp,)n,nt, bait :oncepts were discussed and identified as having

appeared on the pre-test.

The original. group's 20% increase (65.7% to 81i.5 %) would

appear to give sound statistical evidence of their increased

familiarity with ESL concepts.

The new group's post test score of 77.2% (they were not present

to take the pre-test) although showing some inr-m.se from the 65%

of the original group's pre-test, did not equal the original

iroup's progress. This discrepancy appears due to their late

entrance into the program after the bulk of the linguistic: concepts

had bear. discussed. However, the significant factor is tnat there

wa.; an increase in concept familiarity.

Pre-Test/Post-Test (Case Study)

The Pre-Test Case Study (Appendix 3) and the Post-Test Case

Study (Appendix K) wer,: not the same. However, both case studies

were designed to measure the participants' ability to utilize and

incorporate effectively sound and basic. ESL concepts in their
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with, -Ln1 nnim, for the Spanish-speaking pupil. In

tli drtetLtionet' wao tttempting to measure the degree of

sl-c-ss in tr,4n3ferring thoory into practice. The pre-test was

administerod during session #2 and the post-test 1.uring the last

sessicn. The results (Table 2) follow.
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Table 2

PRE-TEST/POST-TEST RESULTS
CASE STUDY

(40 points per test)

PRE-TEST
(Original Group)

POST-TEST
(Original Group)

POST-TEST

(New Group)

#of TOTAL
SCORE PEOPLE SCORE

# of

SCORE PEOPLE
TOTAL
SCORE

# of TOTAL
SCORE PEOPLE SCORE

16 X 2 = 32 28 X 1 = 28 26 X 1 = 26

17 X 1 = 17 30 X 3 = 90 30 X 1 = 30

id X 3 = 54 31 X 1 = 31 31 X 1 = 31

19 X 1 = 19 32 X 3 = 96 32 X 1 = 32

20 X 3 = 60 33 X 2 = 66 33 X 2 = 66

21 X 5 = 105 34 X 4 = 136 34 X 1 = 34

22 X 4 = 88 35 X 7 = 245 35 X 4 = 140

23 X 1 = 23 36 X 3 = 108

24 X 4 = 96 37 X 3 = 111 Total 11 359

25 X 5 = 125 38 X 4 = 152

26 x 5 = 130 39 X 1 = 39

27 X 1 = 27

28 X 1 = 28 Total 32 1,102

33 X 1 = 33

35 X 2 = 70

Total 39 907

907 1,560 = 58.1% 1,102 1,280 = 86.0% 359 440 = 81.5%

The total percentage score is calculated as follows:

A. 39 participants took the test.

B. Each test was worth 40 points.

C. 39 X 40 = 1,560

D. Thus, 970 (total number of points earned by all) divided
by 1,500 (total possible number of points attainable)

equals 58.1%.
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Study Anliv

resu:_ts s,x; L, LL 11.1%. s)r101,1(;:v'Ly that the parti.i-

pants in their ability to practice and utilize ESL

concepts : 58.15 to 86%. The new gr,up's overall rating i; also

inlicative of the practical application or linguistic

theory. These results are most gratifying in thtt they represent

positiv,:., and definitive transfer of the theoretical to the

practical for eventual better pupil performance. Implicit in the

st.ttistics is an overall general increase in the "simpatico-ness"

of the participants' attitude toward the second language learner.

Workshop Evalutti-m Questionnai-e

The practitioner designed a Workshop Evaluation Questionnaire

(Appendix L) to measure the effectiveness of the workshop upon

the participants. Specifically, the practitioner wanted to measure

the degree to which each of the originally stated objectives had

been achieved. In addition, some measure was sought as to how

the participants rited various phases or the workshop (refer to

the section entitled, "How Do You Rate" in Appendix L.) Finally,

comments and suggestions were solicited for Future reference. The

results of the Evaluation Questionnaire (Table #3) follow.
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'fable 3

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

A I B C I D E
ORIG NEWIORIG NEW ORIG_I NEWIORIG 1 NEW ORIG I NEW

MAINSTREAM

Item #1 5 2 10 2 4 2 2 1 - 1

2 3 - 11 3 4 3 1 1 2 1

3 7 2 8 5 5 1 - 1

4 3 2 6 2 5 3 5 1 - 2

5 2 - 6 1 6 4 4 2 3 1

6 2 5 2 8 4 1 1 5 1

7 I - 12 3 7 2 - 3 1 -

COUNSELOR

1 3 1 1 - 1 - 1

2 2 1 2 - 2 -
Adm. 1 3 1 5 - - -

2 6 1 2 - - -
All 1 10 3 13 3 3 4 7 -

2 27 7 4 3 2

3 10 4 14 3 5 3' 2 - 2

4 4 2 12 3 7 3 3 1 7 1

HOW DO YOU RATE

1 18 6 9 3 3 1 - - 1

2 16 15 12 4 3 1 2 - -
3 14 I 4 10 3 5 2 3 1 1

4 6 I 3 15 2 6 1 1 2 5

5 19 I 3 4 3 9 3 1 1 -
6 12 I 3 11 3 7 2 2 2 1

I [
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11 mains7,r,= teach,:rs generally indiated their satin-

'.('n with th achievment lvels of those objectives

desltmed for the mainstream.

It m #(, which called for the development of a self-

,:valuation instrument for use in lesson planning was given

'tn F rating by six out of the twenty-nine mainstream teachers

who responded. It must be interpreted to mean that these six

people simply did not agree with the self-evaluation instrument

since one was actually developed and the results were dis-

seminated among the participants (Appendix G.)

Counselors and Administrators* Objectives: (Appendix L)

The seven counselors and ten administrators obviously were

pleased with attainment of objectives since most items were

rated in the A and B categories.

Objectives for All (Appendix L)

One of the four objectives developed for all participants

was given an E rating by eight out of the forty-two who responded

(item #4 - to train you as a cadre of staff to in turn act as

trainers of collea s in your own schools.) Their feelings of

inadequacy are ease understood and adjustments will be made
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at the subsNuont workshops and in the follow-up to develop more

fualy their :2-21f-c,;nfidenee.

1..tm #2 (t) appreciate more fully the problems and

frust.ratinns cf learning a second language) appeared to be the

best attained objective of all with thirty-four of the forty-

three responding giving it an A rating. This certainly is an

important objective in promoting better human relations among

peopl.

How Do You Rate: (Appendix L)

Jbjective #4 which dealt with the relevance of the

linguistic portion was not as well received or attained as

the others. The linguistic portion did create some problems

among the participants and because of the general dislike for

this technical aspect, the morphological and syntactical

presentations were revised and reduce'l at that time. Feedback

from the participants indicated that as "gene:.alists" the

linguistic portion was a low priority item because they had

access to the "specialist," the ESL instructor, in case of

linguistic problems.

The general rating of the entire workshop (item #6) is

viewed as most significant in that twenty-nine out of the

forty-three who responded gave it an A or B rating.
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rrints:

in :tilition to rating the attainment

love: (,! the larktlhop cbjectives, also was given an opportunity

c.:Tmnt. The comments are summarized below in four categories

and %.n analysis is made.

,eneral Comments

a. An excellent workshop.

b. A good working group with good communication.

c. Program should be continued next year.

d. Keep up the good work.

e. Program was most rewarding, enlightening,
humbling and effective.

Analysis

The general comments were, for the most part, extremely

positive. Only four negative comments were given in a con-

structive way which showed genuine concern for future

improvement. There was no indication whatsoever that the

workshop sessions had been a "waste of time." These

comments verbalized the excellent general rating given to

the workshop under item #6 - How Do You Rate.

2. Comments - ESL Component

a. Morphemes and phonemes need more practical explanations.

b. Too much time was spent on philosophic base of ESL

teaching.
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More time shoul: be spent on analyzing speech and

linguistic problems.

d. Technical discussion of phonemes, etc., and the dis-
cussion of technical structure of English were un-

necessary.

Analysis

During the early part of the workshop, there appeaa:.d

to be a great deal of resistance to the linguistic

instructional portion. The instruction was modified and

explanations were offered as to the need for some linguistic

familiarity. The mid-point modifications appeared to

satisfy most participants as evidenced by the lack of

strongly worded suggestions/comments.

The practitioner disagreed with the few specific

comments which indicated that the linguistic aspect was

unnecessary. He believes that the analysis and diagnosis

of language problems dictate a need for some linguistic

knowledge. In order to deal with the more practical on-

line problems a solid philosophical base of ESL teaching

is needed by mainstream teachers.

e. More case study interactions and problem-solving lessons

with more concrete activities and suggestions are needed.

f. Similar subject area teachers ought to pool their

resources.

g. More use of actual ESL pupils' work for analysis and

diagnosis is needed.
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Analysis

The enti2e group was most pleased and enthusiastic

about the case study/participant interaction sessions where

ideas, solutions, and remedies were suggested. The prac-

titioncr agrees that some small group work should be done

involving "similar subject area teachers" and that the case

study approach should be expanded to allow apple time for

complete coverage of all discussion topics.

However, the practitioner also feels that the mixing of

dissimilar subject area teachers such as English and

Industrial Arts does have benefits and he would contine to

mix teachers for demonstrating an interdisciplinary type

approach.

h. Give written homework or some sort of outsiile assignments.

i. A comprehensive syllabus should be developed.

j. Home work should be a prerequisite

Analysis

By design, arty formal homework or written assignments

. ;

was, omitted on the basis that busy and' conscientious people

:

who were interestc4d in the workshop would have plenty to

i

do implementing scIme of these workshop concepts without the

additional burden of homework assignments. In addition, it
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3.-emed r(a;onable to F.ssume that Nhatever work had to be

,i-n, outsid,,. of class would have been done by this pro-

-.-roup without specific direction, urging, and

nporting beck to the class. It was feJt that this type

of atcsphere would be most conducive to 2-enuine learning

and enlightenment. However, in view of the comments, this

stand will b modified and specifics for those who volun-

teer will be given out. Thus, homework will become a

matter of individual preference and conscience.

Comments - Cultural/Community Portion

a. Counselors need more specific help regarding community
resource people to help bridge the cultural gap.

b. ESL portion was excellent and helpful in understanding
the problem of the non-English-speaking pupil.

c. More time should be spent on a sociology course of
sorts to study the entire Hispanic family unit for a
deeper realization of problems with which pupils must

cope.

Analysis

The cultural community portion was an --Itegral part of

the ESL component and stirred enough interest to give

,;eneral impetus to making the above comments. While some

effort was made to explore the cultural community implications

through the use of Learning Packet #1, the time spent was

inadequate.
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211. practin.,,r felt that these suggestion?, were: valid. Thus,

f'utLs- workshops will is a greater portion of time devoted

the cultural community problem to satisfy the concern ex-

these participants.

Comments - 3tani:11 Component

a. Choral recitation gives Dne more confidence.

t. Language is an excellent way to give teachers the same
feelings of a non-Englis1.-speaking pupil in the class;
the feeling of being completely lost and bewildered.

c. Spanish lessons were tr,o spread out. These should have
more frequent session for better continuity and retention.

d. Thr Survival Kit presented was ve.,r useful information.

A slower pace and more programmed instructional method-
ology is needed.

Too much was covered in too short a period of time.

This component was an enjoyable experience t t the
amount cf time spent was insufficient.

Analysis

The frequency of exposure appeared to be the greatest

problem. The aural-oral approach dramatically demonstrated

the plight of the second language learner.

The practitioner agreed with the consensus that more

frequent sessions were needed and will modify the model to

accomplish this goal.
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anish Evaluatior

In trdr to obtain some measurement regarding the

f:tiveness of the Spanish language component of the work -

:hop, a Spanish test was administered at the conclusion of

the workshop sessions. The test, designed by the teacher-

trainers under the direction of the practitioner, was

int,-nded to test primarily the degree of improvement in the

participants' listening comprehension ability. The results

of the Spanish test (Table #4) follow:
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Table #4

SPANISH TEST RESULTS

(100 points per test)

Original Group New Group

Score

# of
Pupils

59 1

6o 1

66 1

68 1

69 1

70 1

73 1

75 2

76 2

78 1

79 14" 1

k
81

83 4
C

87 3 t

89 1

90 3

93 1

96 1
2464 31

2464 3100 = 79.4%

74

Score

# of
Pupils

71 3

76 1

77 1

78 1

Bo 1

82 1

90 1

95 1

96 1

98 1

i 4 \ ' i 100
1

T

I'sk

S ... 1,

943 1 u r

943 . 1100 = 85 ..7%.

k
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iranish Test r..^..__; s?

r the tw :nt Spanish lessons with the original group who

knew nc. Spanish, the 79.4% achievement factor is fantatic when

,n- c,:nsiders the time-spread of eight months, no test book, no

hcmew,rk and complete reliance on classroom presentation.

An additional contributing factor to this Spanish language

1Lchievemen.; was the bilingual setting in some of the schools

gave the participants an opportunity to practice and

habituate fre conversational Portion.

The new group's higher achievement level is attributed

dIrectly to the fact that 5G of these participants entered the

pr-)gram with a more than elementary Spanish language background.

Theses results are in agreement with the participants'

self-ratings on the Workshop Evaluation Sheet which indicated

-,h=st thirty-five o.it of forty-one ra ,d. themselves A, B, or

it alqvinp: a functional speakin r iow.led e\of Spanish for

. 1 t
.

1 ,,,.
. 1

;, basic c'ommur.lcatir,az(Appendix L - 0b&ctives for Ail, Item #2.)
. t

t

;

\
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FUiLOW-UP

:;,mbec: 1-trticirants

76

the in-service program began in the 1973-74 school year,

there wer- forty participants who attended the initial sessions.

By the sixth session six had dropped out, thereby decreasing the

number of participants to thirty-four. Because of the citywide

interest generated by these initial sessions, other secondary staff

members had requested entry to the workshop and had been placed on

a waiting list. At the eighth session, nine were selected from the

waiting list and invited trip participate, thereby bringing the total

number of participants to forty-three. These forty-three people

remained with the in-service program until its concision in

June, 1974.

When the school reopened in September, 1974, the forty-three

participants had decreased to forty because three had left the

system for other positions. Of this forty, four had been either

transferred or had a position change so that they were in buildings

with little or no problems with Hispanos in the mainstream. Thus,

fcr purposes of follow-up, the practitioner had a potential cadre

of thirty-six to procreate the workshop efforts within their own

buildings.
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Th= w,.1.11 of any .n-servi-e program may be measured by

cn-.1ne Impiem.,ntation of its objectives following the

nie implementation of new skit' s, knowledge, or

ttj7,udts ,;7aned from the training needs prodding and

-ncura,:ement by someone genuinely interested in its educational

valur; In this case, the prodder and encourager was the Tsrac-

titi.m.,r.

The formal training sessions ended in May, 1974. During

the slImmer vacation, the following plan of action was developed

to prod and encourage the participants to uyilize their new

skills, knowledge, and attitudes, to enlist the aid of their

professional colleagues in becoming more empathetic to the

problems of Hispanos in an Anglo school, and to impart some

of th,_se new skills, knowledge, and attitudes to their

Vileavues. A

I

.

To accomplish\this end, ti e. practitioner sent out a
4,

$ eries of eommunicAtions The ,.Irpose and sur.roaxy of each

1 % i ; .

r
communication f!ollows: f 4

1
1 ; g

90
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Communication #1: This first communication served as an

initial r.ns:.ouragement to a:1 participants to begin the follow-up.

It suggested four areas of involvement by asking each to:

L. Select a Spanish-speaking pupil as a case study.

2. Use the workshop materials as a basis for interaction.
(copies of all these materials were attached to the
communication and can be found in Appendices.)

3. Maintain a log on file on this pupil.

4. Contact other staff members to help this pupil succeed.

Communication #2: This communication sought to get reactions

from the participants in order to complete the feedback loop

between participants and the practitioner. It was designed as a

short answer questionnaire to get a general overview of the present

impact of the previous school year's workshop.

Communication #3: Judging by the feedback of Communication #2,

it appeared 'iat many things were happening in the secondary schools.

Therefore, this communication was to call a general meeting of the

participants for a progress report and mutual idea exchange session.

4
This meeting was called on a regular in-service day to give it

substance and equality with the regular on-going in-service program

of she city.

Communication #4: Some of the participants suggested plat a

check list of OBSERVABLE LANGUAGE MOBLEMS be developed for use by
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nainstream teachers. Others had asked if they could invite some of

their .!lleagues, who were not workshop participants, to the general

s,:'ssion. Therefore, this communication served two purposes:

-. It requested all to submit input regarding their
suggestions for OBSERVABLE LANGUAGE PROBLEMS.

P. It gave an open invitation to all who were interested
to attend the general session.

Communication #5: Further participant feedback suggested that

input for OBSERVABLE LANGUAGE PROBLEMS also be sought from the

Bilingual/ESL teachers. Therefore, this communication was used to

solicit their reactions.

Communication #6: Minutes of the general session were kept

and reported to all workshop participants to maintain a continuous

communication loop.

Communication #7: From the participant input, the practitioner

constructed a check list of OBSERVABLE LANGUAGE PROBLEMS (Appendix M.)

This communication served to distribute this check list to all. It

was suggested that this check list could be of help to all mainstream

teachers in 1) identifying language problems, 2) seeking methods of

remediation, and 3) using the Instructional Pupil Placement Team

(Appendix E) concept as the in-school vehicle for remediation.

Communication #8: The practitioner designed and distributed
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fin%1 luostinn-_tire tee meas=c the total impact of the in-service

progr= 'Ipon thn school system. The questionnaire results are

,:xplained in detail in the following section entitled, "Final

Asse:sment."

Format For On-Call Assistance

A very flexible on-call assistance format was developed and

implemented in all of the schools. The practitioner along with

the other two teacher-trainers and the citywide supervisor of

Bilingual/ESL programs offered their services to the teachers,

counselors, and administrators in several ways:

1. Individualized problem-solving sessions.

2. Subject area group sessions on an intra school basis.

3. General inter school sessions for idea sharing and
exchange.

All three methods were used with the practitioner hosting

individual and inter school sessions at his school and traveling

to individual schools for subject area implementation.

Open Communication

1

The entire follow-up effort was predicated on thre phiJosophy

of open conaninication tend a free flow of information among 'all.

All of the practitioner's efforts, verbal and written, were devoted

toward a sharing of information, suggestions, and input which would

benefit the mainstream instructional program for Hispanos. The
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tip. pra,.itiner Le-ar e a clearinghouse for all infurmation

whih was .:ommuni2atej to all larticipants and others who subsequently

ank-1 -ola.ed on th,- mailing list. Thus, a continuous flow of

m-Mur-trIa, highlighting all pertinent information, significantly

,?:ntriluted an Open Communication network.

The Basic Training Unit

Thy follow-up fosed uron the individual school as the basic

training, unit. Each school, with its own unique needs, was

encouraged to:

1. Utilize the talents of the original workshop participants.

2. Develop further the ideas and materials of the workshop.

3. Engage in peer teaching through colleagial sharing and
interaction.

4. Seek assistance and consultation on an individual school

basis.

5. Maintain the inertia created by the workshop and accelerate
and expand its own mainstream/Hispano instructional program.

The Cost Factor

As originally intended by the practitioner, the model was FO
I'll

I

de igned:so as to utilize exiistinglpersoiall in the follow-up phase

to eliminate the need for funds and this is exactly what happened.

After the Title VII funds whiehVerefi used for the in- service
4

1

training program were termina:Led 'in June, 1974, the follow-up phase

was succes3fully conducted by the practitioner without am additional
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Thur, in r,-trosne2t, the original solection process of

par',1-inantc lid, in fat, bear out the practitioner's expectation

that -s,-..2ct.d" and interestd "volunteers" would follow through

when the funds ran out. in addition, the validity of the model

becomes more obvious to those contemplating its adoption.

4
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:INA1 ASSESSMENT

. to asst-ss the total impact that the in-service

w rks:I.T had made within the seven secondary scl--)ols, the prac-

titi,,ner all,_we,1 one half of a school year, after the conclusion

of th w(rksb)p, for on-line implementation. Then, a final

participant survey was distributed among the thirty-six remaining

parti,:ipants for their reactions and overall assessment. The

actuil! survey questions, the tabulated results and the practitioner's

analysis (,f each follow. The reader should keep in mind that all

thirty-six participants replied to the survey. As a result of this

one hundred percent return, the statistics become more meaningful.

Question #1: Have you had any occasion '.:(1) utilize any of the

following items which were discussed in the workshop session?

Yes

To Some
Extent No

Skills 18 11 7

Knowledge 18 A4 4

Attitudes 22 13 1

Analysis: It is obvious that most of the participants made

some use of the skills, knowledge, and attitude factors. the
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twenty-tw, under at-Atudes suggest a real positive

attieudir.%1 vain wh:ch has and should continue tc permeate the

ther me:Lbers. There can be no doubt that a more positive

taach r attitude towerd the Hispano will surely cause an in-

structional fain.

Question #2: Since the completion of the workshop, have you

shared, either on a formal or informal basis, any aspect of the

workshop with any of your colleagues who were not involved in the

workshop':

Yes
To Some

Extent No

19 13 4

Question #3: If your answer t- question #2 was either "yes"

or "to some extent," estimate the number with whom you shared any

information.

The teacher participants estimated that they had shared infor-

mation with some one hundred fifty-two staff members. Three of the

participants who are principals indicated that they had shared the

workshop information with most of their staff which included one

hundred thirteen staff members.
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1-sti, n li^: the iv.'sitions held by those staff

with whom d .s1.-Ared anything regarding the workshop.

parti..:ipants named the following staff positions: art,

must-, Em,:lish, so ial studies, math, industrial arts, foreign

science and home economics teachers. They also

included the following supportive personnel: counselors, social

workers, language development specialists, ESL instructor,., aides,

and learning disability personnel.

Analysis: The results gathered from questions #2, #3, and #4,

indeed point out the extensve system-wide distribution of positive

instructional improvements for Hispanos.

In your daily colleagial contacts within your

building, have you succeeded in making others more aware and more

sensitive to the Hispano pupil and his problems?

Yes

To Some
Extont No

16 17 3

Analysis: The mini Hispano "sensitivity and awareness

training" of the workshop not only succeeded with the participants,

but also it appears that the participants are now spreading the

awareness and sensitivity to others on their staff.
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4uesti,Im In view of the one half school year which has

,21aps i since the workshop tc-rminated and in view of your in-

s'ho't actions as a rczult of your own initiative, how would you

rate yourslf now as a teachertrainer within your own building?

Excellent Very Good Good Fair Poor

6 10 9 9 2

Analysis: The two who rated themselves as "poor" made a

special notation on their survey sheet indicating the presence of

few Hispanos in their buildings. Thus, there was little opportunity

to "train" any of their colleagues. However, in comparing these

results with the results of the same question which was asked on

the workshop evaluation sheet six months earlier (Appendix 1_,)

the percentage of participants who feel more confident in acting

as teacher-trainers, has risen.

Summary Analysis: From the participant input gathered from

this survey, the practitioner deduces rrl Thfers the following:

1. The basic skill, knowledg and attitude objectives of the

workshop have been utilized by the participants in their

daily classroom contact with pupils on a frequent and

fairly widespread basis.
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2. The participants have acquainted other staff members

with the workshop benefits on a large and wide-range

scale.

3. Purposeful colleagial contacts by the participants

have succeeded in making other staff members more

sensitive to and aware of the Hispano.

4. The instructional benefits to the Hispanos are obvious.

5. The participants are now, in fact, acting as a cadre

of teacher-trainers within thdr own buildings.

Administrator /Participant Input

Another phase of the final assessment was to survey, on a

separate basis, all of the school administrators who were partici-

pan't,s in the workshop. It should be noted that the remaining

group of thirty-six participants contained ten administrators whose

opinions were part of the final assessment survey as outlined

above in questions one through six. This second phase of the final

assessment sought the reaction of only the ten administrators who

represent the principals and/or their assistants in the seven

secondary school.

Question #1: Do you feel that the in-service training model

is present in your building? All of the ten administrator/

participants answered "yes."
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,u-o'. ion #_: If so, to what degree?

High Better Than Average Some Low

3 4 1 C

88

Analysis: The conclusion is obvious. The model has, in fact,

become: an integral part of each school's operation at a fairly

high implementation level. Thus, with continued administrative

support, the efforts expended by the participants in the wricshop

will continue to reap instructional benefits for the Hispanos in

each building.
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SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS

Since the original proposal for this practicum was submitted,

some significant developments have occurred during the course of

designing and developing this "Model In-Service Program." One

development was the applicability of this model and the follow-up

procedures to the elementary schools. The practitioner made a

special effort to establish communication with those elementary

school personnel who also were faced with the mainstream problems

of Hispanos. The informally-gathered but gratifying results showed

a definite interest among the elementary personnel for the model

design and follow-up. .'u,,, the scope of the practicum extended

beyond the seven secondary schools into the elementary level.

As word of the "Model In-Service Program" permeated the

educational circles outside of the city, the practitioner was

asked to chair a section of the "Twenty-fifth Annual Connecticut

Reading Conference" relating to the materials and results of the

in-service program. Thus, this development could further extend

the scope of the practicum on a statewide basis.

In addition, and again on a statewide basis, a synopsis of this

practicum has been presented to the Connect,icut Staff and Develop-

ment Cooperative which has indicated an in!tial desire to review

the model for use in a tri-city consortium in the state. Thus, the
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implications for the use of this model on a broad range, both

intra and inter city, seem most evident at nis time.

In January, 1975, the City of Norwalk succeeded in obtaining

another bilingual grant for $180,000 :'or the period January to

July, 1975. The practitioner authored the in-service component of

the grant using this field-tested model. Thus, this successful

model design, in addition :AD accruing instructional benefits to

the Hispano in his transition from the Bilingual/ESL class to the

mainstream class, also has aided the city in obtaining additional

federal funds to continue and improve the bilingual program of

Norwalk.

With these successes an accomplished fact, the practitioner

projects that other communities which are seeking federal funds

will soon be utilizing this model for obtaining similar grants.

Thus, the prediction is for some national significance.
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INTRODUCTI.,N

The purpose of this SURVIVAL KIT presentation is twofold:

1) to assist you, the regular classroom teacher, to communicate in

a basic way with the non-English speaking students in their own

language; 2) to help you understand your vital role in the educa-

tional program of these students.

At the secondary level, these students have a wide range of

English-speaking ability; some are quite competent while others can

barely get by in the language. In the past, these students have

been placed in mainstream classes with little attention given to

their language handicap and their disorientation in the new culture.

Up to this time the English as a Second Language Program (commonly

referred to as ESL) has operated as a separate part of the students'

program while you have had to fend for yourselves with the non-

English speaker in addition to your normal classroom activities.

In most cases the results have not been totally satisfactory.

In June 1973, Norwalk received funds under the Emergency School

Aid Act (Title V11) to strengthen our present Bilingual-Bicultural-

ESL programs. A portion cr these funds has been set aside to sup-

port you in r 'L'ing with 'z,he special difficulties arising from

having non-1'7146nel speakers in your classes. Scon you will be

hearing more about bilingual interns and special tutoring, learning
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packets, Spanish lessons for staff, inservice programs and other

supportive measures. This SURVIVAL KIT (tape and script) is the

first step in providing you with some needed support.

You will be given the basic language expressions to deal with

those areas which we have fouLI to be most crucial in guaranteeing

success in school. By incorporating some of these phrases in your

daily classroom procedures, there should be two desirable effects:

1) you will be providing greater individualization for the non-

English speakers, 2) this humanization of instruction on your part

will engender a more positive teacher/pupil and pupil/pupil rapport.

The foreign languages on this tape will be limited to Spanish

and Greek because these two language groups comprise the majority

of the non-English speaking population in Norwalk. Tape one has

the Spanish and Tape two has the Greek.

Instructions for Listening and Repeating

You will hear the English phrase firs,: followed by the Spanish

equivalent cn Tape one and by the Greek equivalent on Tape two.

The foreign language phrase will be given twice with a pause to

enable you to repeat the phrase.

The following information should help you to pronounce molA

Spanish words:
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Fnglish Spanish

ah !

eh !

I ee !

0 oh !

U oo !

1. HIGH FREQUENCY CLASSROOM EXPRESSIONS

These expressions will be helpftl in establishing positive

initial teacher-student rapport. V.Ju will find that the non-English

speaking student will be delighted that you are making this attempt

to speak his lanj.age. At least he will know that you care.

A. GRFETINGS

Good morning Buenos dfas.

Good _.'tern.on Buenas tardes.

Goodoye AdiOs

How are you? COM° esta Usted?

Fine, thank you. MUy bien, gracias.

What is your moat.? b Como se llama Usted?

My name is Mr. Brown Me liamo el Senor Brown.

My name is Mrs. Brawn. Me llamo la SeRora Brown.

My name is Miss Brown. Me llamo la SeRorita Brown

Yes.

No. No.
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B. CIASSROOM FROCEDURES

Speak more slowly, please. Mess despacio, por favor.

Come here. Venga ace.

Go there. Vaya alle.

Go to the office. Vaya a la of icina.

That's good. Muy bien.

That's right. Estes correcto.

That's wrong. Este incorrecto.

Give me your homework. Deme la tarea.

Take the book. To el libro.

Tel me in English, Digame en ingles.

Look it up in the dictionary. BUsquelo en el diccionario.

Be quiet, please. Silencio, por favor.

Sit down. Sientese.

Excuse me. PerdOn.

Listen. Escuche.

Look. Mire.

Repeat. Repita.

Read in English. Lea en ingles.

You need a notebook in this
class.

Write on the blackboard.

Write on your paper.

Write in your notebook.

Necesita un cuaderno el la
clase.

Escriba en la pizarm.

Escriba en su papel.

Escriba en su cuaderno.
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CLASSROOM PROCEDURES, cont'd.

Write your name.

Write the date.

Today is Monday.

Today is Tuesday.

Today is Wednesday.

Today is Thursday.

Today is Friday.

Tomorrow were going to
have a review.

Tomorrow we're going to
have a quiz.

Tomorrow we're going to
have a test.

96

Escriba su nombre.

Escriba la fecha.

Hoy es lures.

Hoy es mantes.

Hoy es miercoles.

Hoy es jueves.

Hoy es viernes.

Manana vamos a tener un
repaso.

ManaLa vamos a tener una
prueba.

Manana vamos a tener un
examen.

Tomorrow we're going to Mamas, vamos a tener
have homework. tarea.

Tomorrow we're going to
have a holiday.

Manana vamos a tener un
dia feriado.

What time is it? Qu4 hora es?

How do you say it in Spanish? 2, Como se dice en espanol?

Do you have a pencil? L Tiene Usted un 14piz?

Can you? Puede usted?

Do you understand? 2, Me entiende?

Numbers. Los nUmeros.

One uno

Twr dos
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CLASSROOM PROCEDURES

Three tres

!our cuatro

Five cinco

Six seis

Seven siete

Eight ocho

Nine nueve

Ten diez

Eleven once

Twelve doce

Thirteen trece

Fourteen catorce

-Fifteen quince

Sixteen diecisets

Seventeen diecisiete

Eighteen dieciocho

Nineteen diecinueve

Twenty veinte

Thirty treinta

Forty cuarenta

Fifty cincuenta

Sixty sesenta

Seventy setenta
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CLASSROOM PROCEDURES, cont'd.

Eighty ochenta

Ninety Noventa

One Hundred cien

11. ATTENDANCE

School and class attendance is vital to the success of all

students. The language barrier should be no reason for de-

emphasizing your normal attention to regular and punctual atten-

dance. The foilowing phrases may be helpful in establishing

desirable attencance habits, if they are incorporated into your

daily routine.

You're late for class. Usted llegO tarde a la clase.

Please come to class on time. Por favor, llegue a la clase
a tiempo.

to you have: a pass? Tiene Usted un pase?

You were absent yesterday. Usted falt8 ayer.

Each class is important. Cada clase es importante.

Do not cut class. No debe cortar la clase.

You cannot leave school No puede arse de la escuela

without pernission. sin permiso.

Do you feel sick? L Se siente mal?

111. HOME AND F..:H)01, INFORMATION

Where dc jou live?

What iJ your address?

DOnde viva Usted?

alai es su direcciOn?
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HCME AND SCHOOL INFORMATION, cont' d.

What is your telephone number?

How old are you?

What is your birthdate?

What are your parent's names?

What is your father's (mothers)
business address?

Do you have any brothers or
sisters?

How many brothers or sisters?

What are their names and ages?

Where are you from?

How long have you been in the
U. S.?

What grade are you in?

Who is your family doctor?

The name of the principal is

The names of the housemasters
are

The name of the nurse is

The name of the social
worker is

The names of the guidance
counselors are

The offices are on the first
floor.

N. B. The remainder of .he
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Cilal es su numero de telefono?

CuLtos anos tiene Usted?

CUal es su fecha de
nacimiento?

COmo se llaman sus padres?

Clial es la direcciOn de
empleo de su padre? (su madre)

Tiene Usted hermanos o hermanas?

CuL'itos hermanos time Usted?

Cuales son los noMbres y
las edades?

Z. De dcinde es Usted?

Cuanto tiempo ha vivido en
los Estados Unidos?

En que grado esta?

Como se :Llama su medico?

El principal se llama

Los Ayudantes del principal
(housemasters) se llaman

La enfermera se llama"

El trebcjador social se
llama.__________

Los consejeros se llaman

Las oficinas estan en el
primer piso.

'Survival Kit" c nsisced of similar
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materials develcped in Creek. The practitioner felt that the actual

inclusion of these materials would serve no purpose to this prac-

ticum. However, these materials Pre available upon request.
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APPENDIX B
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INTRODUCTION

This Learning Packet was developed for use by mainstream

social studies teachers at the secondary level and especially for

those mainstream teachers who have Hispanic pupils in their classes.

The overall purpose is to incorporate Caribbean and Central American

history into the curriculum. The specific purpose in classes

where there are Hispanics is to achieve an Anglo/Hispano cultural,

social, political and linguistic understanding and appreciation in

a true sense of integration of the Hispanic and Anglo worlds.

This packet is intended only as a guide for the teacher. The

length of the unit and its contents are at the discretion of the

teacher with no attempt to limit or stifle creativity and/or

ingenuity.

The packet is divided into three main areas:

I. Basic Subject Matter

II. Activities

III. Bibliography

Before beginning this unit with (I) the Basic Subject Matter,

the authors suggest that a brief overview of the Caribbean t:nd

Central America be given after which you may concentrate on Puerto

Rico, Cf,eta Rica and Columbia.
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T. liASIC SUBJECT MAfTER

A. Problem Solving Questions

1. How does the geography of the Caribbean nations affect

where people live and how they make %heir living?

a. What land features predominate?

b. How is climate a factor?

c. What are the natural resources?

2. What are the origin and ethnic backgrounds of the people?

How was the country settled?

b. Who settled it?

c. 14P1=t is the present ethnic composition?

d. What reasons prompted Europeans to come to the

Caribbean?

e. In what ways are these reasons similar and di.? erent

from the reason Europeans first came to the United

States?

3. How do the languages of the Caribbean differ? How are

they similar?

a. What influence does United States English have?

b. What influence do the languages of Europe have?

4. How do the customs of the Caribbean people who immigrate

to the United States create conflicts in adjusting to

American life styles?
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57BJECq =7R, cont'd.

a. How doer the family as a unit differ?

b. What educational opportunities are available?

c. What recent changes have occurred in courtship

patterns?

d. How has the pace of life affected work habits and

leisure time activities?

e. What has been the role of religion and religious

rituals in the development of the Caribbean

nations?

f. How is the role of women changing in :satin America?

5. What are the basic features of the econom% in these

countries?

a. In comparison to the United States, why is the

standard of living so much lower for the majority

of these people?

b. What are the government:, . -f the Caribbean doing to

improve their 1:.ving standards?

6. How do the ,,aribbean nations gc.rer7 th-mselvz.s?

a. What is the revolutionary pattern?

b. How did they gain independence?

C. What is the structure of the present form of govfn-

ment?
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BASIC SUBJECT MATTER, cont'd.

B. Creative Thought Questions

How would an Independent Puerto Rico affect Puerto

Ricans on the island and those on the mainland?

2. How would statehood for Puerto Rico affect Puerto

Ricans on the island and those on the mainland?

3. How does citizenship for Puerto Rico and non-

citizenship for rusta Ricans ana Colombians affect

the relations among these groups living in the United

States?

4. How do language variations in Spanish create

communication problems among Puerto Ricans, Costa

Ricans and Colombians?

5. How does the lower standard of living of these

three countries affect these people's attitude

toward the United States?

6. Former Puerto Rican Governor Luis A. Fevre' adv.lated

"Union without cultural assimmlation." Is tiiis

possible for the three groups?

7. What actions can we take to alleviate anti-Americar

feelings in these three countries?

II. ACTIVITIES

A. Maps.

B. Charts: vital to stati.;tics - comparison of countries.
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ACTIVITIES, cont'd.

C. Cook book.

D. Pen pal correspondence.

E. Food preparation of the Caribbean as an inter-

disciplinary approach with the home economics

department.

F. Art: collages, scenes of the nations' history,

fashions.

G. Musical compositions of the countries and types of

instruments.

H. Bulletin boa d displays with travel posters.

I. Oral presentations with visuals performed by persons of

the country. (Suggestion - use the students from Puerto

Rico, Costa Rica and Colombia.)

J. Collection of coins, stamps, etc.

K. Travel and passport informvtion. (The United States

Immigration Office in Hartford.)

L. "Culture Shock" skits showing value conflicts.

M. Formulaticn of a tourist survival kit.

N. Develop a dictionary for high frequency words in the

foreign language.

0. Questionnaires for exchange of attitude and values.

P. Reports of nat:.onal leaders and their contributions.
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ENTRODUCT1ON

This 1-arnIng packet was developed for use by mainstream

stud:_es teachers at the secondary level end especially for

those mainstream teachers who have Hispanic pupils in their classes.

The overall purpose is one of human relations. 'he specific object-

ive is to develop and encourage greater understanding and interaction

between English and Spanish speaking g.:pils using Group Stereo-

typing: Use and Misuse as the ,:ontmic, and inquiry as the technique.

While Puerto Ricans, Costa Ricas and Colombian. are used for

viewing specifics, the epplicsability to Anglos and Hispanos is

evident.

It should be recognized that Group Stereotyping: Use and

Misuse is a sensitive area and requires the prudent judgment of

the teacher who undertakes a unit of this nature. Thus, the authors

recommend that thought be given to well planned lessons and that

the sophistication of the class be considered in selecting the

concepts to explore.

This packet is intended onlyr as a guide. The length of the

unit and its cont °nt are at the discret,-)n of the teacher, with

no attempt to limit or stifle creativity and/or ingenuity.

There are four (4) main areas:
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I. Basic Subject Matter
II. Creative Thought Qrestion

ITT. Activities
1V. Bibliography

I. Basic Subject Matter

A. General

1. What is the definition of stereotype?

a. What are some di:.tionAry definitions?

b. What are some sti%.?nt definitions and concepts?
(A pre and post test is suggested.)

2. How are some stereotypes useful?
(i,e. what is the policeman's useful stereotype?)

3. How are some stereotypes misused or dehumanizing?

What is thf /Y5is of stereotyping within groups?

a. What d: .2-ie members within the group think of
otT7?

b. What tpe of self image is present?

5. What is the basi., of stereotyping outside of groups?

a. Do people who stereotype realize the damage
being done?

b, Is there a need or reason for this?

6. What might be a factual basis for stereotyping?

a. How do you separate fact from fiction?

b. How does fact lead to fiction?

c. How does the specific lead to the general?

111
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Basic Subiect Matter, cont' d.

B. Caribbean

1. How does the geography of the Caribbean nations
affect where piople live and how they make their

living? (Refer to Learning Packet #1 Geography
of the Caribbean and Central America.)

2. How does a move from a Caribbean nation to the U. S
cause cultural shock?

a. What are the causes and effects of immigration
and/or migration?

b. What are the advantages for the Puerto Rican as
2ompared to the Costa Rican or Colombian?
(citizen versus non - citizen.)

c. How does the family as a unit differ?

d. How does the pace of life affect work habits and
leisure time activities?

e. How is the role of the Latin American affected
by the changing role of women in the U. S.?

3. What is the impact of the immigration on American society?

a. What have been the effects on the economy, i.e. jobs,
housing, welfare, migrant workers?

b. What have been the effects on the social customs?
i.e., food, language, music and social institutions?

4. What is the process of Americanization?

a. What is an American?

b. What are the regulations for citizenship?

5. What are the differences between Assimilation and
Acculturation?

a. How long does it take a family to become assimilated?

(1) What effect does this change have upon the man?

the woman?
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ibbeanz. cont'd.

(2) What .re the effects of schools, jobs, and
mass media on the Hispano?

b. How dc the cultural patterns of Latin Americans
change when settling in the U. S.?

(1) What stress is placed upon the individual by
this change?

(2) How can this cultural change cause an identity
crisis?

TT. Creative Thought Question

A. Is there such a thing as a "real," "true," or "pure"
American?

B. Should the Latin American be forced to assimilate?

C. What are the advantages of acculturation?

D. How can we tell if an individual is beginning to
acculturate?

E. How can we tell if an individual has assimilated?

F. How can we tell if a person is having problems in
adjusting?

G. How does the more basic authoritarian structure of Latin
American society come in conflict with the less auLhori-
tarian American life styles?

1. Does it interfere with learning?

2. Does it restrict the development of individual self
control?

3. How does it influence the child/parent relationship?

H. How can we assist those non-English speaking students to
make a reasonable, orderly and systematic transition from
their own culture t' that of another?
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Creative Tho'Ight Questi-m. cont'd.

I. What role can the school play in encouraging community
involvement in the acciCturation process?

J. What role can "American" students play in Assisting their
non-English speaking peers in the acculturation process?

K. How does becoming a political adult at age 18 in the U. S.
affect both English and non-English speaking students in
their relationships with parents?

III. Activities

A. Role Playing Situations (Examples)

1. A Costa Rican has asked a Puerto Rican for a date.
The father is questioning the Puerto Rican girl about
this young Costa Rican man.

2. An American high school student asks a Costa Rican, a
Colombian and a Puerto Rican if they speak Spanish the
way it is spoken in Spain?

3. Divide the class into two groups. One group is forming
a club. Have them create reasons for excluding the
other half of the class. (Where appropriate, the
groups might be assigned an ethnic, racial, etc.
identification.)

4. A group of high school students are sitting at a
table in the high school cafeteria. In what various
ways might these students react to a new student of a
different ethnic or racial group who sits down at the
table to eat with them.

5. An American and Latin American parent are discussing
the roles and behavior of their high school daughters.

6. I am, therefore I'm proud game: Class picks an ethnic
group and a profession or job for him. One person is
chosen to role-play him and to defend himself as the
class questions him. Then, he is rated with short
essay answers as to how convincing he was.
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: I

in 1 : Lw. pe(,pl room. IP rq, ,%

W2'I-2 it iown, aria tell- :t t, th.

Forr:on. They be th return. jne by one, all th.

: in th. r oach tell the no.:t
until the last Ders-)n set.; back tc th first

th. story is 'omrar.,u with th,
In.. th si,ory involve.; a mio.ority per3cn, thc

:,urp-s._ t, notice "OW many ietails .tr- added al n"
th, to th5 rumor.

ii d-)esn't Belong gam's: Clas.3 divides in two, debat..i.:

4nothor tr, admit a °T;Tranger into their club.

I
What Does the Media Say game: Make a collac:e of TV
sio;*a.is, magazine ads, etc., Which indi,:at how titer",_
types are exploited for commercial purposes. Then
Havc a class discussion in which you try t- separate
"fact" from "fiction."

:,i_mullation Games

Sunshine, Her story, and Ghetto.)

Discussions

i.e., What have we in common? :low do we differ? Topi's
lah as this may be discussed by L group of community
inlividuals who d:ffer ethnically, racially, religiously.
otc.)

D. interview

taped student interviews or recent immigrants to the
c-untry bc,I.:t problems they have ncount:red such
'ts finding jobs, housing, etc.)

,:uestionnaires

So that students 'an unders',:nd hew stereotyping can affect
them and others, the teache:: might construct questions to
r-valuatt,:

. Reoognition of stereotypes.

. Acceptare and/or rejection of stereotypes.
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';nd(rf.,taniin,' the use and misuse (.,f stereotypes.

. nder,;t%ndin,_: c)f the impact of strreetyping on the

persc)n ,roups being stereotyptd.

iniirilual Projects

,. Using magazines, newspaly:rs, and TV programs, such as
Sanford Son and All in the Family, describe in
writing -..camples of stereotyping.

Construct a list of acceptable stereotypes (policemen)
and unacceptable stereotypes and exrlain why one is
acceptable and the other is not.

j. Reveal your own ethnic, racial, and religious back-'
ground and then report on the contributions of fam)us
people with the same background.

L. Research fashions, foods, music, and customs of various
ethnic, rarial and religious groups.

5. Writ- an essay on "how others might stereotype me."

6. Cartoons and Photographs

Find cartoons which illustrate the stereotyping of an
individual or groups. Ask students to analyze these.

2. Construct a gallery of photographs. Ask students to
label all those they might stereotype as "bright."
Follow the same procedure for "Catholic," "American,"
'teacher," "poor," etc. Ask the student to explain
why he glJuped as he did.

H. Mini Lessons

Through the use of audio-visual materials, pamphlets and
paperbacks, students can develop such concepts as "race,"
'nationality," "religion," and the universality of human
needs.
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Thr :h u.; of audi(-v:sua' materials, pamphlets and
an develop siv.11 con?epts as "race,"

"a.,:21:J.on," and the universality of human

Studr. "an plan and arrange for exhibits representing
the racial and other minority group netbership
of the class. These exhibits can feature fr.v.,ni-ms, foods,

'rafts, etc., indigenous to the groups.

Communi-y Projects

1. Draw a chart or graph showing the percentage of various
ethnic, racial, and religiou groups living in your
town. Show the percentage of population growth o:
groups over the last ten years.

2. Draw a map indicating areas of population concentration
of the various groups in yon town.

Interview politicians, educators and community readers
to find out what the community is doing to provide for
the needs of minority groups.

4. Visit other classrooms and schools to talk with others
about the history, customs .i.nd habits of your own
ethnic, racial or religious group.
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To:

Fr:

R,.qust fcr Resource Person

lames Forehina

(name)

subject /grade level)

11 )

Please have the bilingual bir:1; resource person visit me as

indicateJ belz-p/:

TL7"-

Dat':

Alternate Time:

Date:

I identify the rrobienAs) as follows:

teacher/pupil communication.

application of basic ESL techniques.

individualizing my lessons.

teacher/pupil rapport.

non-participating pupil.

Further explanation:
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APPENDIX E

Instructional Pupil Placement Team Referral for Services

DATE:

REQUEST FOR EVALUATION BY THE INSTRUCTIONAL PUPIL PLACEMENT TEAM:

NAME OF PUPIL: GRADE:

SCHOOL: DATE OF BIRTH:

Constant Problem:

Previous Guidance Contact:

Previous Parental Contact:

Brief statement of the problem:

Recommended by:

CONFIDENTIAL
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APPENDIX F

ESAA Workshop Evaluation Sheet: Conversational Language and

ESL Techniques Individualized

Participant's Name:

121

School: Language (Greek or Spanish)

Fill in your letter response below for each category A & B Sections

A. Conversational Language B. ESL Technique Individualized

1. Tol,ics and Presentations were:

a. Very relevant to my needs
b. Quite relevant to my needs
c. Relevant to my needs
d. Somewhat relevant to my needs
e. Hardly relevant to my needs
f. Other (comment)

2. Presentations were:

a. Very clear and to the point
b. Quite clear and to the point
c. Clear and to the point
d. Somewhat vague and not quite to the

point
e. Vague and off the point
f. Other (comment)

3. My opportunity to participate was:

a. Most readily facilitated
b. Ryadily facilitated
c. Possible but not facilitated
d. Had to be worked at
e. Not really possible
f. Other (comment)

A
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r:SAA Workshop Evaluation. Sheet, cont'd.

4. The Presentations and discussions:

a. Excellent and reached the stated goals
b. Good and came close to reaching stated

goals
c. Adequate and somewhat close to stated

goals
d. Rather inadequate and wandering
e. Most inadequate and missed goals
f. Other (comment)

122

If the presentations and discussions suggests any other area for
future presentations, please specify.

Language (Greek or Spanish)

ESL Techniques Individualized

Comments:
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APPENDIX G

Self-Evaluation Checklist for Mainstream Teachers of ESL Pupils

1. I am are that ESL pupils substitute known sounds for new
bounds.

2. I am aware that these pupils need assixtance in hearing and
reproducing new sounds.

3. I know that normal speech patterns should be used in snak-
ing with these people.

4. I know that my voice volume (speaking loudly) does not insure
understanding by the ESL pupil.

5. I should provide many opportunities to practice sentence
patterns in a systematic way going from the simple to the
complex.

6. I should introduce one concept at a time.

7. I should select examples of the general rule and avoid the
exceptions until a later tine.

8. I should provide examples of patterns and structure to give
oral mastery at firat.

9. I should design examples to bring about generalizations and
insight through inductive reasoning.

10. I should avoid vocabulary word lists out of context.

11. I should desig.1 lessons around familiar situations and
experiences.

12. I should realize that the audio coupled with the visual produces
a greater degree of retention than either one alone.

13. I know that habituation of the oral is preferable before going
on to the written word.

14. I know that pupils can understand a new language before they
can express themselves.
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Self-Evaluation Checklist, cont'd.

15. I know that the use of cognates is an exr!eliant means for
presenting similarities of the language structure.

16. I know that idiomatic expression in Fngliah should be
avoided until some language sophiatiration is obtained.

17. I realize that words sometimes have multiple meanings
depending on the context.

18. I must provide examples of the similarities of the language
prior to the dissimilnrities.
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APPEna H

Checklist for

Supervisors' Observation of ESL and. Mainstrem. Teachers

1. Has established verbal communication with all pupils.

2. Uses unLamplicated English syntax.

3. Avoids Nirds with double meanings and exceptions to the rule.

4. Avoids idiomatic phrases.

5. Proceeds from the simple to the complex in an organized f -ion.

6. Deductive and inductive reasoning are used as necessary.

7. Uses visuals to reinforce the audio.

8. Proceeds from hearing, understanding and speaking, to the
reading and writing phase.

9. Provides a variety of activities to insure pupil participation.

10. Encourages an integration of pupils from various linguistic
backgmlads.

11. Makes use of student leaders in small group sessions.

12. Uses grouping techniques with lab facilities to individualize.

13. Has planned out activities to satisfy short range behavioral
objectives.

14. Has provided for evaluation of student work.

15. Proceeds from the known to the unknown and from the simple to
the complex.

16. Uses English correctly, with normal pace and volume.

17. Displays a sc-nsitivity to the unique problems of ESL pupils.
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Supervisors' Observations, cont'd.

18. Uses models and pattern practice as a basis for habituating
new concepts.

19. The cultural aspect of language study is interpreted with the
linguistic aspect.

20. Pupil linguistic problems are diagnosed and remedial pre-
scriptions are planned.

21. In showing similarities and differences between the pupils'
native language and English, similarities are presented
first.

22. Has provided a way for each pupil to view his own personal
progress.

23. Encourages a cultural exchange between/among the various
linguistic groups.
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APPENDIX I

Basic Considerations of Second Language Learning

Pre-Test True-False

The Learner

1. Assuming that language is a code, the infant's problem is to
discover how it works.

2. In learning a second language, the pupil goes through the same
process as having learned the native language.

3. Language is basically a conglomeration of sounds to wIlich the
ear has become attuned.

4. Second language learners tend not to hear sounds which do not
occur in their native language.

5. Each language has its own sound system and structure.

6. Second language learners tend to differentiate new sounds of
the new language.

7. A substitution of a known sound for a new sound is quite normal
for the second language learner.

8. An effectiv, ESL teacher does not need to have a speaking
knowledge of the child's native language.

9. Vocabulary lists are excellent drills for teaching pronunciation.

10. The audio coupled with the visual produces a greater degree
of retention than either one alone.

11. Word order is a vital concept in ESL.

12. Habituation of the oral is preferable before going on to the
writing.

13. A linguist would be more suitable for ESL instruction to Spanish-
speaking pupils rather than a bilingual (English /Spanish) teacher.
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Second Language Learning, cont'd.

The Teacher

14, Understanding a new language precedes willingness or aUlity
to express oneself.

Iresentation of materials in isolation and out of context
decreases learning effectiveness.

16. j'r,gnates should be used sparingly in an ESL classroom.

17. "dions are excellent means for showing the similarities of
two languages.

18. Hering, repeating and practicing patterns of forms and
struc'ire lend themselves to a deductive thought prow,eas.

19. Our non-English speaking ancestors arrived in the U. S. and
eventually mastered English. These pupils presently in our
classes could do the same thing without any special English
program.

20. How is your acronym quotient?

TESOL ESL

TEFL ESAA
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APPENDIX J

Pre-Test - ESAA Workshop

Case Study - Bilingual Situation

Roberto is an intermediate ESL student. Last year he learned
many basic espressions in ESL, and presently can read and write
English with difficulty. He has a noticeable accent and still
will not volunteer anything in English, preferring to use Spanish
and to have someone translate for him. He has been given
responsibilities at home and sometimes misses school because he
has to go with a relative to the hospital in order to help in-
terpret with his limited English background. And yet when special
announcements are made over the P. A. system, he doesn't under-
stand them.

1. How do you define an intermediate ESL student?

2., Identify at least five oral minimal pairs which contrast English
and first language vowel patterns, i.e., fit/feet?

3. Identify at least five oral minimal pairs which contrast English
and first language consonant patterns, i.e., thin /sing?
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Bilingual Situation, cont'd.

4. Of the four fundamenta2 language skills acquired by Roberto,
rank them in sequence of his language needs.

5. To what extent would you correct one's noticeable foreign
accent?

6. Suggest an ESL approach to achieve automatic control and fluency
of syntax so as not to revert to translation.

7. State three ways to build up Roberto's self-confidence in class-
room situations using English.

8. Because of family and neighborhood pressures, what ways would
the school meet Roberto's individual needs?
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Bilingual Situath.n, cont'd.

:low can a Pupil Placement Team (PFT) concept bring to Roberto
rncre effective school experience?

10. As you hear Roberto speak at times he said, "he see." Explain
t1 linguistic reason.
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APPEN.DIXK

Post-Test - ESAA Workshop

Case Study - Bilingual Situation

Roberto is finishing an instructional year as an intermediate
ESL student. He has made only limited progress. It is unlikely
that he will be able to attend a summer program because the family
finances dictate that he have some type of employment. This will
mean that in September he will need review and reinforcement at
the intermediate level and a great effort will have to be made to
keep Roberto from becoming discouraged and developing a negative
attitude. What suggestions can be made for Roberto's next year's
teacher: What can be done this summer:

Reading

1. Roberto is a word by word reader. Give three examples of
exercises that would improve his ability to read in phrases.

2. Roberto has difficulty summarizing what he has read. The teacher
feels that perhaps her questions are too difficult. it types
of questions, in order of difficulty, should she be asking Roberto
before she should expect him to be able to summarize?

3. Roberto should be doing some reading at home but he does .sot
want his younger brother to see the book he is using in school
because it is on such an elementary level. What materials and
exercises could the teacher give Roberto to work on at home?
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Post Test, cont'd.

Writing

4. oberto's last year's teacher spent a good part of her writing
lesson time giving Roberto dictation lessons. The new teacher
wants t) know what purpose or purposes these lessons serve.

5. Roberto's father is concerned that Roberto is not receiving
more instruction in writing and that his writing ability in
English is so poor. What response would the teacher have for
Mr. Garcia?

6. Roberto is able to do both multiple choice and matching
exercises in his writing book. What is the next level of
writing exercise the teacher should use for practice?

Speaking

7. Roberto is able to produce correct sounds during drill practice
yet his teacher does not feel he has achieved the intermediate
level in speaking. Explain her reasoning.
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Speaking, cont'd.

Robert) sings and plays the accordian very well as demonstrated
at a school talent show. How could the teacher use this as a
teaching device?

Listening

9. Roberto enjoys baseball. How can the teacher use this information
while teaching lessons involving new vocabulary and language
structure?

10. Roberto is discouraged and feels that his year in ESL has been
a waste of time. What can the PPT recommend that will regain
Roberto's self-esteem and enhance his learning of English?
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APPENDIX L

ESAA workshop Evaluation Questionnaire

Tc: All Participants

:;',I.Lcate below your reactions to the ESAA Workshop
lAve just completed. If you were a participant from the

bAirrning use the PINK sheet. If you joined the workshop at the
nLa-p,Ant, 1-,0 the YELLOW sheet.

The fo'!lowing objectives were developed prior to the workshop.
Would you Lease rate the achievement level of each one in your own
catei-ory ana in others which are applicable.

Please us the following letters: A-E;:cellent; B-Very Good;
C-Good; D-Fair; E-Poor.

Mainstream Teachers:

To acquire a basic knowledge of ESL techniques.

To acquire a basic knowledge of ESL individualized_ . _
techniques.

To exchange problems, ideas and remedies.

To acquire the information necessary to apply ESL techniques
in your classes.

To develop collectively a systematic approach to teaching
ESL pupils in mainstream classes utilizing sound linguistic
techniques.

To develop a self-evaluation instrument for use in lesson
planning.

To acquire a basic knowledge of English linguistics (syntax
and morphology) for better diagnosis of ESL pupil difficulties.

Counselors and/or Bilingual-ESL Teachers:

To acquaint mainstream teachers with intake procedures and
scheduling problems of bilingual ESL pupils.
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To develop the concept of an Instructional Pupil Place-
ment Team.

Administrators:

To develop a supervisory evaluation instrument together_
with those mainstream teachers who will be supervised.

To lend greater administrative support for bilingual/ESL

education and the required supportive services.

Objectives For All:

To give a functional speaking knowledge of Spanish for
basic communication.

To appreciate more fully the problems and frustration of
learning a second language.

To acquire an Hispanic cultural introduction to Puerto
Rico, Costa Rica and Colombia (or to acquire a Greek
introduction.)

To train you as a cadre of staff to in turn act as trainee
of colleagues in your own schools.

How Do You Rate:

The rotation of instructors from ESL to Spanish (Greek?)

The use of the survival kit?

In the language componentothe conversation versus the
grammatical approaches?

In the ESL component, the relevance of the linguistic'
portion.

The case study problem-solving activities or the lesson
plan-solving activities?
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How D You Pate, conttd.

;ive a general rating to the worAshop insofar as its
relevance to your 1-,articular needs.

Connents:

Suggestions for future workshops, etc. Please be as candid as
you wish and if you feel that you wasted your time or that we
were off target, tell us!
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APPENDIX

Observable Language Problems

Word order - adjectives follOw nouns

Tense change

Formation of interrogatives

Change of verb form

Positive to negative statements

Pronunciation of plurals

Pronunciation of "ed" forms

Tendency to drop "s" on third singular verbs

Pronunciation of contractions

Use of could, should, and would

Use of may and can

Use of expressed pronoun

Vowel sounds

Use of demonstratives

Use of comparatives and superlatives

Use of auxiliaries - will, have, has, etc.

Use of negative commands

Use of possessive adjectives to designate parts of the
body and articles of clothing

Use of prepositions
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Written

English verb "to be" versus Spanish verb "to have."

consonant sounds

Copies English to English with errors

Uses phonetic spelling

Subject - verb agreement
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